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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF 
PENNSYLVANIA 

JOHN DOE 
c/o Laffey, Bucci & Kent 
1100 Ludlow Street, Suite 300 
Philadelphia, PA  19107 
                                    Plaintiffs, 

 v. 

WILLIAMSPORT AREA SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, LYCOMING COUNTY, DR. 
BRANDON PARDOE, ROGER FREED, 
SEAN McCANN, RYAN MILLER, FRED 
A. HOLLAND, ESQ., WILLIAM WEBER, 
in his individual and official capacity, and 
JOHN and JANE DOEs #1-#20 (ficticious 
names), whose true identities are currently 
unknown to Plaintiffs, 
 
         
 
                                   Defendants.        

 
 
 
 

CIVIL ACTION NO. ___________ 
 
 
 
 
 
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

 

COMPLAINT 
 

 Plaintiff, John Doe, by and through his undersigned counsel Laffey, Bucci & Kent LLP 

and Stapp Law, LLC, hereby brings the following Complaint before this Honorable Court and 

avers the following in support thereof: 

 
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

 
1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this case pursuant to 28 U.S.C.  § 

1331, which gives district courts jurisdiction over all civil actions arising under the Constitution, 

laws, and treaties of the United States. This Court also has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. § 1343, which gives district courts original jurisdiction over any civil action to recover 
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damages or to secure equitable or other relief under any Act of Congress providing for the 

protection of civil rights. 

2. This Court has supplemental subject matter jurisdiction over all related state claims 

herein pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367, which gives the federal district courts jurisdiction over all 

other claims related to claims in the action by which the Court has original jurisdiction that are 

arising out of the same case or controversy under Article III of the United States Constitution. 

3. Plaintiff brings this action to redress a hostile educational environment where 

Plaintiff was subject to sexual harassment and has standing to bring forth his claim pursuant to 

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C. § 1681, as set forth more fully herein. 

4. Plaintiff also seeks redress under the Pennsylvania common law theories of 

negligence and negligence per se against the Defendants. 

5. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), since the defendant 

resides in this district and the events giving rise to the claims occurred in this district. 

PARTIES 

6. Plaintiff, John Doe (fictitious, anonymous name), is an adult male whose name and 

address are not contained in this Complaint so as to protect his privacy and identity as he incurred 

injuries and damages of a sensitive nature as a minor child as a result of the negligent acts and 

failures of Defendants outlined below. Information which would or could identify John Doe is not 

contained herein. Plaintiff may be contacted through his counsel as outlined herein. 

7. Defendant Williamsport Area School District (hereinafter “WASD”) is a school 

district organized pursuant to the Public School Code of 1949, Act of March 10, 1949, P.L. 30, as 

amended, 24 P.S. § 1-101, et seq., and maintains an office at 2780 W. 4th Street, Williamsport, 
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PA 17701. WASD operates Williamsport Area High School (“WAHS”), which Plaintiff John Doe 

attended. 

8. At all relevant times, Defendant WASD was the recipient of Federal Financial 

Assistance. 

9. Defendant Lycoming County (hereinafter “LC”), is a local government unit and is 

a county of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania with business offices located at 330 Pine Street, 

Williamsport, PA 17701. LC oversees and/or controls the Lycoming County Office of the District 

Attorney (hereinafter "DA’s Office”), located at 48 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701, 

and its county detectives. LC is a “person” as the term is used in 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 

10. Defendant Dr. Brandon Pardoe is an adult individual, employed by the WASD, and  

was at all relevant times, the Head Principal of WAHS. Pardoe was responsible for ensuring that 

WAHS provides for the safety and care of children while in the custody of WASD. 

11. Defendant Roger Freed is an adult individual, employed by the WASD, and was at 

all relevant times, an Assistant Principal of WAHS. Freed was responsible for ensuring that WAHS 

provides for the safety and care of children while in the custody of WASD. 

12. Defendant Sean McCann is an adult individual, employed by the WASD, and was 

at all relevant times, the Athletic Director of WAHS. McCann was responsible for ensuring that 

WAHS provides for the safety and care of children while in the custody of WASD. 

13. Defendant Ryan Miller is an adult individual who was employed as the Head 

Baseball Coach for WAHS from approximately 2016 until April 2018. Miller was responsible for 

ensuring that WAHS provides for the safety and care of children while in the custody of WASD. 
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14. Defendant Fred A. Holland, Esq., is an adult individual, employed by the WASD, 

and was at all relevant times, the Solicitor for Defendant WASD. Holland was responsible for 

ensuring that WAHS provides for the safety and care of children while in the custody of WASD. 

15. Defendant William Weber is an adult individual who was employed with LC as a 

LC County Detective, assigned to the DA’s Office at all relevant times. Weber is sued in his 

official and individual capacities for his actions and/or inactions made under color of state law and 

in violation of Plaintiff’s Constitutional rights as described more fully herein.   

16. Defendants Jane and John Does #1 through #20 are currently unknown by actual 

name after a reasonable search with due diligence. Defendants Does #1-#20 are believed and 

averred to have exposed Plaintiff to undue risk and actual harm by putting him in a situation where 

he could—and ultimately—would be sexually assaulted by another student, who failed to 

adequately investigate and respond to Plaintiff’s sexual assault, and who conspired to cover up 

both the assault and their failures to properly investigate and respond to said assault. Defendants 

Does #1-#20 include, but are not limited to, administrators, school board members, teachers, 

counselors, coaches, former employees and/or charged agents/employees of Defendants WASD, 

LC, and other individuals who conspired with the aforementioned defendants and/or are 

responsible for Plaintiff’s abuse, harassment, and the cover-up of said abuse and harassment.. 

17. At all relevant times hereto, Defendants WASD and LC were acting by and through 

their duly authorized actual and/or apparent agents, servants and employees, in particular, their 

principals, vice principals, school board, school board presidents, teachers, staff, supervisors, 

and/or team coaches and/or activity coordinators, acting within the course and scope of their actual 

and/or apparent agency and/or employment. 
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18. Defendants herein are directly and vicariously liable to Plaintiff for injuries 

sustained as a result of negligence, gross negligence, outrageous conduct, and reckless misconduct 

as described further herein, as well as for violations of Plaintiff’s constitutional rights as described 

further herein, by persons or entities whose conduct was under their control, or right to control 

which conduct directly and proximately caused all of Plaintiff’s injuries. 

FACTUAL HISTORY 

19. This lawsuit is about an educational institution that had special responsibilities and 

obligations to protect the most innocent among us—children and students—from sexual abuse and 

the complete and abject failures of that same educational institution to fulfill those responsibilities 

and obligations. Williamsport Area High School (“WAHS”), operated and administered by 

Defendant WASD, failed in its most basic legal duties to guard against the sexual abuse of a minor. 

However, this matter is also about the cover-up of abuse perpetrated by Defendant WASD and its 

staff/representatives/agents, including but not limited to Defendants Dr. Brandon Pardoe, Roger 

Freed, Sean McCann, Ryan Miller, and Fred Holland in choosing to protect their own reputation 

and the reputation of WASD at the expense of the safety and well-being of children in their care, 

custody, and/or control, including Plaintiff.  

20. WASD was able to cover-up abuse perpetrated on Plaintiff John Doe by another 

student enrolled at WAHS with the assistance of Defendant William Weber, a Lycoming County 

detective employed by Defendant LC and assigned to the DA’s Office. Together they conspired 

with WASD and the above-named administrators and employees of WASD to conduct a fraudulent 

investigation which included the destruction and/or attempted destruction of evidence, the 

suppression and/or attempted suppression of witnesses, failure to cooperate with law enforcement, 

falsifying records and/or fabricating information in official investigatory documents, and other 
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acts and omissions further outlined throughout this Complaint which ensured that the perpetrator 

of Plaintiff’s abuse was able to escape repercussion, thus depriving Plaintiff the opportunity for 

justice, discriminating against him, and violating his constitutional rights. 

21. Defendants WASD and LC failed in a myriad of ways including, but not limited to: 

(a) not properly vetting their staff, including Pardoe, Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland and Weber; 

(b) not properly training and/or supervising their staff; negligently retaining staff they knew or 

should have known were unqualified to supervise and protect students in their care and custody 

and/or who were actively working to cover-up the sexual assault of a child; (c) failing to investigate 

reports of concerning and/or criminal behavior; (d) and failing to have in place any legitimate 

measures to protect against, investigate, and respond to a student-on-student sexual assault, the 

very thing that happened to Plaintiff in this suit. Defendants did not simply stick their heads in the 

sand, they actively obstructed the administration of justice, discriminated against an innocent child 

victim to protect the perpetrator of a criminal sexual offense, made material misrepresentations to 

law enforcement and the public, and acted out of self-interest in order to protect the reputation of 

the school and the baseball team, thereby exposing thousands of vulnerable students to a dangerous 

environment and, in the process, violating Plaintiff’s Constitutional rights.   

I. The  Sexual Assault of Plaintiff 

22. Plaintiff John Doe enrolled as a freshman student at WAHS in the Fall of 2017. 

Plaintiff was a member of the high school’s baseball team, the Millionaires. 

23. In March 2018, the WAHS baseball team took a trip to Myrtle Beach, South 

Carolina, to participate in a tournament of schools from around the country. Plaintiff was able to 

“earn” his way on this trip by raising his grades in two weeks and receiving the approval of all of 

his teachers before he could attend.  
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24. The team was scheduled to be in Myrtle Beach from March 23, 2018, to March 30, 

2018. Accompanying the team, comprised of approximately forty (40) students, were Head Coach 

Defendant Ryan Miller (“Miller”) and assistant coaches David Heller, Tariq Moore, Kyler 

Schneider, Nick Caringi, and Joel Worthington. 

25. Several WAHS administrators, including WAHS Principal Defendant Brandon 

Pardoe (“Pardoe”) and Athletic Director Defendant Sean McCann (“McCann”), both of whom had 

sons on the baseball team at the time, also made the trip. Defendant Pardoe also had a nephew on 

the Millionaires baseball team. Outside of the WAHS Baseball coaching staff and administrators, 

there were no other adult chaperones on the trip. 

26. George E. Lepley, Jr. (“Lepley”), a criminal defense attorney local to Williamsport, 

was also present in Myrtle Beach at the same time to watch his grandson play baseball in the 

tournament. 

27. The Millionaires baseball team, under Miller’s name, reserved ten (10) bedrooms 

at the Atlantica Resort in Myrtle Beach: nine (9) two-bedroom suites and one (1) single bedroom 

suite. There were no more than two (2) rooms per floor assigned to Miller and the team—rooms 

were therefore scattered all over the sprawling Atlantica Resort tower. 

28. Students were assigned to bedrooms, despite Defendants WASD, Pardoe, McCann, 

and Miller denying record of such assignments existing for years subsequent to the events 

described herein. 

29. Upon information and belief, however, Defendants Pardoe and McCann did not 

stay with the team at the Atlantica Resort but instead at beach houses.  

30. In fact, some of the WASD administrators there to chaperone the baseball team 

attended a party at beach house in Garden City, South Carolina, with a portion of the team. Present 
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at the party were Pardoe and McCann and at least ten students. This event was approximately 11 

miles from the Atlantica Resort. Upon information and belief, Head Coach Ryan Miller and 

assistant coaches David Heller, Tariq Moore, Nick Caringi, Kyle Schneider, and Joel Worthington 

were out in Myrtle Beach at the same time as the party, leaving the rest of the team unsupervised. 

31. One evening during the trip at the Atlantica Resort, Plaintiff was assaulted by at 

least one teammate while he slept. This student, B.M., sat on Plaintiff and placed his penis on 

Plaintiff’s face, making skin-to-skin contact with him, while Plaintiff slept. B.M. also placed his 

bare buttocks on Plaintiff’s face. Plaintiff did not consent to this criminal sexual conduct, which 

constitutes violations of Pennsylvania criminal statutes prohibiting Indecent Assault (18 Pa. C.S.A. 

§ 3126), and Indecent Exposure (18 Pa. C.S.A. § 3127). 

32. Prior to the assault, B.M., and other students on the team repeatedly used racial 

slurs to refer to Plaintiff, who is black. After the assault, B.M. and/or other students on the team 

threatened to lynch Plaintiff if he told anyone about what occurred. 

33. Shockingly, this was not the only sexual assault to take place at the Atlantica Resort 

involving members of the Millionaires baseball team. Another student, Male Victim #1, was held 

down by multiple teammates while B.M. sodomized him with a television remote. 

34. The sexual assaults, including the assault of Plaintiff by B.M., was captured on a 

mobile device by another member of the team, Videographer #1.  

35. Upon information and belief, multiple videos were filmed. The first video shows 

B.M. in a state of undress, with his pants and underwear around his ankles, and Plaintiff in a room 

at the Atlantica Resort. Other individuals are heard in the video as being present in the room with 

B.M. and Videographer #1, including at least two additional WAHS teammates, one of whom is 

the nephew of Defendant Pardoe. These students are heard laughing. A second video depicts the 
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assault of Plaintiff: B.M. is seen sitting on Plaintiff’s face, placing his penis on the face of the 

victim. A third video depicts the assault of Male Victim #1, who was held down by multiple 

teammates and can be heard screaming while B.M. attempts to or does in fact sodomize Male 

Victim #1 with a television remote. Multiple WAHS players are seen and heard as being present 

for the assaults in these videos. 

36. Upon information and belief, WASD agents, employees, administrators and/or 

coaches including but not limited to Pardoe, Miller, and McCann learned of the videos recorded 

of assault of Plaintiff and the other victims while the WAHS baseball team was still in Myrtle 

Beach, South Carolina. WASD agents, employees, administrators and/or coaches, including 

Pardoe—the Head Principal of the high school—then unlawfully instructed students on the 

baseball team to delete any videos they may have taken of the assault. 

37. However, these instructions either fell on deaf ears or were given too late as video 

of the assault was subsequently shared to the phone of B.M. and also shared on social media with 

multiple parties on the team and in the WASD community at large.  

38. In fact, B.M. even shared videos of the assault on his phone with other students in 

the WAHS cafeteria once the team returned to Williamsport. B.M. bragged about what had 

occurred.  

39. Upon information and belief, the WAHS Baseball team called an emergency 

meeting the day that B.M. shared the videos of the assault in the WAHS cafeteria. At the meeting, 

players were again instructed by WASD employees, agents, and/or representatives, to delete any 

evidence of the assault. 
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40. In the days and weeks after returning to Williamsport, Plaintiff was called 

derogatory names, including “dick lips,” by students at WAHS who had seen videos(s) of the 

assault. 

41. Shortly after the team returned from Myrtle Beach, Plaintiff was removed from the 

baseball team by WAHS. 

42. On or around May 18, 2018, a report was made to Lycoming County Children and 

Youth Services (“CYS”) employees about an alleged sexual assault on some member(s) of the 

baseball team by other members of the team. These allegations pertained to the assaults of Plaintiff 

and Male Victim #1. 

43. These CYS employees are mandated reporters pursuant to 63 Pa.C.S. § 6311, et 

seq. They subsequently made a report to Child Line of the allegations and then contacted 

Defendant William Weber, then Chief County Detective for Defendant Lycoming County, who 

worked out of the Lycoming County District Attorney’s Office. Weber, in turn, notified WAHS 

Principal, Defendant Brandon Pardoe, of the CYS report.  

44. In a report that Defendant Weber would author almost five months later in October 

2018—the first and only time he drafted an investigative report related to the assault of Plaintiff—

Weber recalls informing CYS in mid-May 2018 that he would look into the matter due to his 

“familiarity” with the WAHS baseball program since his son was previously a member of the 

Millionaires and Weber himself attended the Myrtle Beach tournament for three years.  

45. Defendant Weber also wrote that he informed Defendant Pardoe that Weber had no 

jurisdiction over what happened in Myrtle Beach, “but would assist and make referrals if need be.” 

Weber also told Pardoe that he was “aware of the trip and what usually goes on during the annual 

trip.” 
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46. Both Defendant Pardoe and Defendant Weber are also mandated reporters pursuant 

to 63 Pa.C.S. § 6311, et seq. Neither ever made a report to Child Line concerning what they learned 

from CYS. 

47. Upon information and belief, it was also at this time in May 2018 that Defendant 

Weber gained possession of at least one of the videos depicting the assaults. However, Weber did 

not take any further action despite also being a mandated reporter and law enforcement official. 

Weber did not so much as even communicate the allegations of criminal sexual conduct to a single 

prosecutor in the LC DA’s Office at or around the time he received the report. 

48. Moreover, Weber did not forward the video in his possession to the Myrtle Beach 

Police Department (“MBPD”) nor contact them about the allegations, despite the MBPD being the 

proper law enforcement entity to have jurisdiction over the criminal behavior of B.M. in South 

Carolina. 

II. The Response of WASD and LC to the Sexual Assault of Plaintiff 

49. Not a single individual from Defendants WASD or LC reached out to Plaintiff or 

his family in the immediate aftermath of the Child Line report. Plaintiff’s family themselves had 

to contact the school district by placing a call to WAHS Assistant Principal Defendant Roger Freed 

(“Freed”) on or about May 21, 2018. On this date, Freed denied any knowledge of the assault 

despite the school’s principal, Defendant Pardoe, being made aware of it on May 18, 2018, at the 

very latest.  

50. On or about May 30, 2018, Defendants Pardoe, Weber, and Freed met with 

Plaintiff’s family at WAHS in Pardoe’s office. At this meeting, Plaintiff described what happened 

to him and provided Weber and Pardoe the names of those involved. Additionally, a video 

depicting the assault of Plaintiff in possession of the LC DA’s Office was also shown to Plaintiff. 
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Plaintiff confirmed it was him in the video being assaulted. Pardoe and Weber then promised 

Plaintiff and his mother that they would get back to them—that they would first question those 

involved and keep them updated thereafter. Plaintiff’s family never told Weber or any employee 

of WASD that they did not want to press charges against those responsible for Plaintiff’s assault. 

51. In the report Weber would author almost five months later, he recounted this 

meeting with Plaintiff and his mother on or around May 30, 2018, and falsely reported that Plaintiff 

did not feel that the video of his assault was passed around much as nobody had mentioned it to 

Plaintiff during school. This is an outright lie. 

52. Weber concluded his assessment of the evidence in Plaintiff’s case by stating 

“Clearly this is a hazing/bullying issue that the school properly handed.” Accordingly, Defendant 

Weber felt  “there was no referral to be made.” 

53. In notes that Defendant Weber took contemporaneous to this meeting—not 

discovered until they were obtained via a search warrant issued by the Pennsylvania Office of the 

Attorney General—he wrote that B.M. admitted to the sexual assault. 

54. This meeting was the last time anyone from WASD had any contact with Plaintiff 

and his mother regarding the assault and the investigation into the assault.  

55. On or about the same day, May 30, 2018, Defendant Pardoe also met with 

Videographer #1 in his office at WAHS. At this meeting, Videographer #1 admitted to filming the 

assault and explained what happened. Pardoe then explained to Videographer #1 that he would be 

suspended from the baseball team for two games because he had to deal with a consequence of 

what occurred. Defendant Weber never interviewed Videographer #1. 

56. At some point close in time to the meeting with Videographer #1, Defendant Pardoe 

actually came to the home of Videographer #1’s parent(s) and met Videographer #1’s mother. 
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Defendant Pardoe told her to please not talk about what happened, that he had the situation under 

control, that the case was not going to go anywhere and not to worry about anything. Defendant 

Pardoe then apologized to the mother of Videographer #1 for having her son miss two games in 

the baseball season. 

57. Subsequent to his meeting with Videographer #1, Pardoe sent an email to WASD 

Superintendent Dr. Timothy Bowers (“Bowers”) informing him that the investigation “with regard 

to the video taken on the Myrtle Beach trip” had begun—twelve days after receiving the Child 

Line report from CYS.  

58. In this email, Pardoe indicated that he met with Videographer #1, but he does not 

provide any detail about that meeting. In fact, Pardoe wrote “I can give you more information if 

we could talk.” Pardoe then states that he requested to meet with B.M., who he refers to as “the 

student that was videoed doing the act to the other student,” (referring to Plaintiff John Doe) and 

B.M.’s parents. Pardoe then suggests meeting with the WASD Solicitor Defendant Fred Holland 

(“Holland”) because B.M. appeared to be getting an attorney. At the conclusion of this email, 

Pardoe says that he has a recommendation for the interim until he and Bowers could meet in person 

but does not elaborate further. 

59. On May 31, 2018, George Lepley wrote a letter addressed to Defendants Dr. 

Brandon Pardoe and Sean McCann, the WAHS Athletic Director, regarding “Misconduct Myrtle 

Beach.” In this letter, Lepley states that he was contacted by the parents of B.M. regarding 

“potential criminal charges” and was now representing B.M. 

60. Furthermore, Lepley wrote to Pardoe and McCann that “a substantial number of 

players engaged in the exact same conduct” he then described as “inappropriate.” Lepley also 

identified B.M. in the video of the assault. However, Lepley then threatened WASD with civil 
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action and deposing “any and all witnesses” if his client, B.M. was criminally prosecuted for what 

occurred on the Myrtle Beach trip. Lepley concluded: “Our goal is to make sure that one person is 

not singled out for conduct committed by a substantial number of team members.” 

61. Lepley then asserted that he would be present for any meeting between WAHS 

administrators and B.M.  

62. On or about June 1, 2018, Pardoe emailed WASD Superintendent Bowers 

informing him that a meeting was scheduled for June 5, 2018, with B.M., his parents, and B.M.’s 

attorney, George Lepley. B.M.’s mother was apparently very defensive in a conversation with 

Pardoe and informed him that they would not meet with Pardoe without Lepley present. Pardoe 

also indicated that both B.M. and Videographer #1 would be suspended from baseball practice and 

play until WASD’s “investigation” was complete.  

63. Furthermore, in his email to Bowers, Pardoe notes that both Defendant Holland and 

Defendant Weber had spoken to Lepley regarding the matter and that “both of these conversations 

went well.”  

64. On or about June 4, 2018, Defendant Holland submitted an invoice for services 

rendered of 0.80 hours and noted that a telephone conference referred to as “Investigation” 

occurred on May 31, 2018. This conference call included Defendant Pardoe and Lepley. 

65. On June 5, 2018, the WASD School Board was finally made aware of the Myrtle 

Beach assaults. 

66. On or about July 3, 2018, Holland submitted a second invoice for a meeting he 

attended on June 5, 2018, regarding a voicemail left by Plaintiff’s family. That same day, Holland 

attended a meeting with Defendant Pardoe and Lepley at WAHS, which lasted for approximately 

1.8 hours. 
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67. Plaintiff finished out his freshman year at WAHS but thereafter left WASD due to 

the repeated harassment he received after the assault and over the summer. The harassment 

Plaintiff was subject to was never addressed by WASD. 

68. The only punishment WASD imposed upon B.M., Videographer #1, and anyone 

else involved in or present for criminal sexual abuse of Plaintiff and other students, the recording 

of said vile acts, and the subsequent publication of those videos was a two-game suspension from 

the WAHS baseball team. Both B.M. and Videographer #1 were permitted to play in Millionaires 

games for months after the assaults, including in the twelve-day period between when the Child 

Line Report was made and the suspensions were enforced. In fact, B.M. was permitted to play in 

and receive gold medals for winning the PIAA District II/IV District Championship on May 28, 

2018, after WASD learned he sexually abused a teammate. 

69. Neither B.M., Videographer #1, nor any other student involved in or present for the 

criminal sexual abuse of Plaintiff and other students was ever brought before the WASD School 

Board for a disciplinary hearing for possible expulsion, in contravention to well-established 

WASD policies and procedures, despite the WASD Superintendent being directly notified of 

conduct which would warrant such a reaction. 

70. For conduct that would later be referred to as “indecent and inappropriate” by 

Defendant Holland and “criminal sexual misconduct” by LC District Attorney Ryan Gardner, 

WASD imposed virtually no punishment for those who committed it.  

71. Moreover, Defendant Pardoe, in conjunction with Defendants Freed, McCann, 

Miller, Holland, Weber, and others who knew about the assault even prior to the May 18, 2018, 

Child Line report, conducted a biased and discriminatory investigation which included attempts to 

destroy evidence and silence witnesses.  
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72. Defendant Weber, the LC law enforcement officer in charge of investigating or, at 

the very least, referring the investigation to a law enforcement agency with jurisdiction over the 

matter, likewise conspired with Defendants Pardoe, Freed, Holland and others to destroy evidence, 

silence witnesses, and conduct a biased and discriminatory investigation. In so doing, Defendants 

LC and Weber violated Plaintiff’s Constitutional rights. 

73. At all relevant times, Defendants Pardoe, Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, and 

Weber were duly authorized actual and/or apparent agents, servants and employees of WASD and 

LC, respectively, and were acting within the course and scope of their actual and/or apparent 

agency and/or employment with their respective employers. 

III. Material Misrepresentations Regarding the Investigation of Plaintiff’s Assault    

74. On August 24, 2018, the “Millionaire Mayhem” story1 broke—discussing some of 

the above information. Shortly thereafter, Defendant Weber was contacted by the author of the 

report, journalist Todd Bartley (“Bartley”), and admitted he was in possession of at least one video 

of the assault. Defendant Weber then stated that the video would not be sent to MBPD. 

75. On September 28, 2018, Det. Glenn Porter of the MBPD wrote a report indicating 

he was notified via a request from Bartley regarding the assault of Plaintiff and others at the 

Atlantica Resort in March 2018. Det. Porter’s report indicates that the MBPD was never informed 

of the assault, its filming, or its distribution on social media until Bartley’s request came to them. 

76. Det. Porter and Det. Kerry Aiesi of the MBPD then called Defendant Pardoe, who 

told the two law enforcement officers that Defendant Weber would be the person best suited to 

answer their questions. Pardoe never informed these law enforcement officials that he had 

 
1 See Bartley, Todd, Millionaire Mayhem, TalkWilliamsport.com, August 24, 2018, 
https://talkwilliamsport.com/millionaire-baseball-mayhem-in-myrtle-beach/, a copy of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit “A”. 
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conducted his own investigation, which included interviews of Plaintiff, B.M., and Videographer 

#1. 

77. Defendant Pardoe therefore purposefully omitted relevant information to law 

enforcement officials seeking to investigate the sexual assault of a child. He did this despite MBPD 

describing what happened to Plaintiff as “criminal” and that they would adopt the case because it 

occurred in their jurisdiction. 

78. Det. Tiffany Whitmire of the MBPD then emailed Defendant Weber requesting 

further information. 

79. The same day, Sgt. Reeder of the Williamsport Police Department confirmed that 

their department did not take a report on Plaintiff’s assault. Therefore, no one from LC nor WASD 

even contacted the local police department regarding the assault of Plaintiff. 

80. Moreover, multiple WAHS school resource officers confirmed to MBPD that they 

too had no knowledge of the incident. Therefore, WASD did not involve WAHS’s own school 

resource officers in an investigation of the criminal behavior of one of their students. 

81. In September 2018, Lycoming County Assistant District Attorney Jeff Yates 

(“ADA Yates”)—who, at this time was the lead attorney responsible for prosecuting juvenile cases 

in Lycoming County—informed MBPD that he too had no knowledge of Plaintiff’s assault and 

only learned of the allegations after receiving an email from Bartley requesting a comment. ADA 

Yates relayed to MBPD that he spoke with Det. Weber after reading the “Millionaire Mayhem” 

article and, shockingly, was told by Weber that he too had no knowledge of the allegations—which 

is objectively false.  

82. On or about October 3, 2018, MBPD Det. Porter spoke with Defendant Weber 

directly. Weber admitted that he was familiar with the allegations surrounding Plaintiff’s assault 
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because it was reported via Child Line. Weber said he received the Child Line report in mid-May 

of 2018; however, he did not complete a report, but “facilitated the handling of this incident along 

with the school,” referring to WAHS. Additionally, Weber told MBPD that he did not see anything 

criminal with what happened in Myrtle Beach “based on Pennsylvania standards” and believed 

that the matter “appeared resolved”. 

83. At best, Defendants Pardoe and Weber withheld vital information from law 

enforcement regarding what they knew about Plaintiff’s assault and their subsequent 

“investigation” of the allegations. However, Defendant Weber knowingly provided false 

information to ADA Yates.  

84. Additionally, Defendant Weber’s assessment of the evidence in Plaintiff’s assault 

is indicative of his bias and discriminatory intent and/or his recklessness, gross negligence, and/or 

negligence with respect to his ability to objectively analyze and investigate reports of criminal 

sexual conduct as an agent of LC. 

85. On or about October 11, 2018, Weber sent his report and video of the assault to 

MBPD by regular mail, which was received by MBPD on or about October 16, 2018.  

86. As noted above, in this report, Defendant Weber asserts that: (1) in mid-May 2018 

he told CYS that he would look into the matter due to his “familiarity” with the WAHS baseball 

program and his awareness of the annual Myrtle Beach and “what usually goes on” there; (2) he 

notified Defendant Pardoe of the allegations, but stated that he had no jurisdiction over the case 

and would only assist to make referrals “if need be”; (3) he met with Plaintiff and his mother, 

including the fabricated detail that Plaintiff was not harassed after video of the assault was 

published on social media; and (4) his ultimate assessment of the matter was that it was “clearly” 
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a “hazing/bullying issue” that Defendant WASD “properly handled,” thus not requiring him to 

make any referrals whatsoever. 

87. Defendant Weber’s October 2018 report further indicates that it was based on his 

“limited note taking and [his] memory from May 2018” as he “did not prepare a report at the time” 

he learned of the assault.  

88. Defendant Weber’s report is completely devoid of any allegations regarding the 

other students assaulted in Myrtle Beach, including Male Victim #1, who was alleged to have been 

sodomized by B.M. at the Altantica Resort—an allegation that was received by CYS and was 

communicated to Defendant Weber in mid-May 2018. 

89. Defendant WASD’s first official statement with respect to Plaintiff’s assault and 

any subsequent “investigation” was not released until January 9, 2020 and makes several material 

misrepresentations concerning the District’s response to Plaintiff’s assault.  

90. WASD’s statement2 reads, in relevant part: 

Near the end of the 2017-2018 school year, local law enforcement brought to the 
district’s attention an alleged incident involving indecent and inappropriate 
behavior by a baseball player during the team’s spring trip to Myrtle Beach, South 
Carolina. The information had not been previously reported to any district 
administrator or employee. Once the district was contacted, a prompt 
investigation was completed and appropriate discipline was issued . . . . 
 
In addition to the district’s own investigation, the matter was investigated by 
outside agencies, including the Lycoming County District Attorney’s office 
and law enforcement in Myrtle Beach. When contacted by Myrtle Beach 
authorities, the high school principal immediately referred them to the district 
attorney’s office and the district’s school resource officers, who serve with the 
Williamsport Bureau of Police . . . . 
 
It is important to note that the district first became aware of this incident after 
law enforcement had already been contacted and a ChildLine report made. 
The report to ChildLine was not duplicated by the district, as it had already been 
reported.  

 
2 See A true and correct copy of Defendant WASD’s Statement on the “Myrtle Beach Incident,” attached hereto as 
Exhibit “B”. Upon information and belief, Defendant Holland authored all or the majority of this statement. 
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The district’s investigation was conducted by the high school principal, district 
administrators and district legal counsel. Once it became clear which students 
were and were not involved in the incident, it was apparent that the high school 
principal had no personal conflict of interest or personal relationships with the 
students involved. 
 
The principal was permitted by the district’s solicitor to participate in the 
investigation, and his actions were appropriate and thorough. As an added 
measure of diligence, a second administrator3 also participated in the 
investigation. 
 
The district has communicated with the families of all students involved in the 
incident to the full extent to which we have been able . . . . [T]he district worked 
directly with the families of the students involved to provide the most comfortable 
and appropriate educational setting for the students following the incident, and has 
at all times aimed to act in the best interest of the students. 
 
The Williamsport Area School District does not condone inappropriate and 
indecent behavior. The district has fully conducted an investigation of this incident 
and has transparently cooperated and participated with law enforcement officials. 

 

91. Defendants Pardoe, McCann and Miller—all WASD employees—knew of the 

allegations in March 2018 shortly after they occurred. Defendant Pardoe’s own nephew was 

present for some or all of the criminal sexual behavior, thus making him a personally biased 

investigator—on top of the apparent racial bias he and others exhibited in the disparate treatment 

of Plaintiff and B.M. Moreover, WASD had no communication with Plaintiff or his mother since 

their meeting in late-May, 2018, and they were never informed of the breadth of information the 

District possessed, the ultimate outcome of the District’s investigation, nor the reasoning behind 

said outcome.  

92. On or about February 4, 2020, the WASD School Board held a meeting wherein 

board member Adam Welteroth made a motion to have an unbiased third party investigate the 

2018 Myrtle Beach assaults since the District remained silent for months while being subject to 

 
3 Upon information and belief, “second administrator” refers to Defendant Freed. 
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many Right to Know requests. His motion was not seconded by a single member of the WASD 

School Board. 

93. Defendants WASD and LC therefore effectively considered the matter closed 

without having spoken to Plaintiff in over one and a half years, holding any formal disciplinary 

hearings for those involved, including B.M., or involving outside law enforcement agencies. 

94. B.M. was, however, criminally charged in or around February 2021 in South 

Carolina for his actions in Myrtle Beach in 2018 as a result of an investigation conducted by the 

MBPD. 

IV. The Cover-Up is Exposed by the PA OAG 

95. On or about May 8, 2020, recently elected LC District Attorney Ryan Gardner 

(“DA Gardner”) referred the investigation of Plaintiff’s assault and the subsequent response to it 

to the  Pennsylvania Office of the Attorney General (“OAG”).  

96. DA Gardner referred to the events in Myrtle Beach as “criminal sexual misconduct” 

and indicated that “the appearance of impartiality was severely compromised due to the previous 

joint investigation by [WASD] administration and this Office,” referring to LC DA’s Office. 

97. The OAG assumed jurisdiction over the investigation of Plaintiff’s assault and 

Defendants’ cover-up of said assault on May 27, 2020.  

98. In the course and scope of this investigation, OAG agents obtained several search 

warrants4 to seize and search Defendant Pardoe’s’ phone, Defendant Weber’s phone and emails, 

an unredacted version of the letter George Lepley sent to Defendants Pardoe and McCann in May 

2018, and any/all files and/or records pertaining to the 2018 WAHS baseball team Myrtle Beach 

 
4 See copies of these search warrants attached hereto as Exhibits “C”, “D”, and “E”. 
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Trip. Defendant Weber and WASD Superintendent Bowers were personally served with these 

warrants on or about September 3, 2020. These warrants were under seal until September 2021. 

99. Prior to the application of these warrants, OAG investigators were able to inspect 

the file from the LC DA’s Office, which was maintained by Defendant Weber. The file contained 

notes indicating that students were instructed to delete videos, that the school district was aware 

of the assaults while administrators were still in Myrtle Beach, that Defendant Pardoe himself told 

students to get rid of images, and that Coach Ryan Miller was also aware of the assault(s).  

100. Moreover, the OAG conducted several interviews of key witnesses, including 

Plaintiff, Videographer #1 and his mother, and LC DA Jeff Yates, who confirmed that Defendant 

Weber told him he did not know about allegations in August 2018 after the “Millionaire Mayhem” 

article was published. 

101. Ultimately, however, on or about July 1, 2021, the OAG ended its investigation into 

the cover-up without filing criminal charges without explanation. 

102. DA Gardner subsequently issued a statement announcing the OAG’s conclusion 

was reached due to the failure of the LC District Attorney’s Office to create, implement, and 

enforce any policies governing the conduct of county detectives—specifically, the conduct of 

Defendant Weber. DA Gardner claimed that those “deficiencies” were identified in January 2020 

and, subsequently, policies and procedures were implemented to correct said deficiencies. 

103. Therefore, DA Gardner admitted that LC’s policies and procedures were deficient 

to adequately ensure that its county detectives were exhibiting proper conduct within the course 

and scope of their employment. 
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104. The OAG warrants were made publicly releasable in September of 2021. 

Immediately after reviewing them, DA Gardner met with Defendant Weber on or about September 

28, 2021, at which point Defendant Weber claimed he was retiring from his employment with LC. 

105. Despite all of this, and the information contained in the OAG search warrants, on 

or about October 1, 2021, Defendant WASD issued another press release in which the District 

stated that it “stands by its position that it and its administrators followed all proper procedures 

and protocols to appropriately respond to the incident in question.”  

106. Defendants WASD and LC, directly and by and through their agents, employees, 

administrators, staff, and/or representatives were deliberately indifferent towards the sexual abuse 

and hostile educational environment Plaintiff suffered thereafter. 

107. Furthermore, Defendants WASD and LC, directly and by and through their agents, 

employees, administrators, staff, and/or representatives exhibited a racial bias against Plaintiff in 

their disparate treatment of Plaintiff, who is black, and B.M., who is white. Plaintiff was treated 

less favorably than a white perpetrator of crimes against him. 

108. At all times relevant hereto, Defendants WASD and LC were acting by and through 

its employees, servants, and agents, in the operation of WAHS and LC DA’s Office, and the hiring, 

admitting, assigning, retaining, and supervising of administrators, teachers, coaches, staff, faculty 

members, and law enforcement officials therein. Accordingly, the Defendants are liable 

vicariously and derivatively for the negligent acts and omissions of these employees, servants, and 

agents while engaged in the operation of WAHS and LC DA’s Office and the hiring, admitting, 

assigning, retaining, and supervising of administrators, teachers, coaches, staff, faculty members, 

and law enforcement officials, including Dr. Brandon Pardoe, Roger Freed, Sean McCann, Ryan 
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Miller, Fred Holland, and William Weber, under theories of respondeat superior, master-servant, 

agency, and/or right of control.  

109. As a result of the above-described conduct, Plaintiff has suffered and continues to 

suffer great pain of mind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional 

distress, embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace, humiliation and loss of enjoyment of life; 

was prevented and will continue to be prevented from performing daily activities and obtaining 

the full enjoyment of life; has sustained and will continue to sustain loss of earnings and earning 

capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur expenses for medical and psychological 

treatment, therapy and counseling.  

110. As a direct and proximate result of the sexual abuse by B.M.—enabled by the 

failures of the Defendants—and the Defendants’ subsequent acts and omissions, Plaintiff suffered 

physical and emotional injuries, as more fully set forth in this Complaint. As a result of the abuse, 

dissemination of said abuse, and cover-up of said abuse via the aforementioned conduct, Plaintiff 

was severely mentally, psychologically, and emotionally damaged.  

111. Plaintiff has suffered and continues to suffer great pain of mind and body, shock, 

emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional distress, embarrassment, loss of self-

esteem, disgrace, humiliation, and loss of enjoyment of life. The significant emotional and 

psychological injuries sustained by Plaintiff dramatically transformed his personality. Throughout 

his life since the abuse, Plaintiff has struggled with symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder. 

As a result of these problems Plaintiff has suffered extreme difficulty in interpersonal 

relationships, among other problems.  

112. All of the above physical, psychological, and emotional injuries were proximately 

caused by the negligence, carelessness, recklessness, and other tortious and outrageous acts or 
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omissions of the Defendants as set forth in this Complaint. Plaintiff’s injuries were caused solely 

by the negligence of WASD, LC, and the individual Defendants as set forth more fully herein and 

were not caused or contributed thereto by any negligence on the part of Plaintiff. 

 

COUNT I 
VIOLATION OF TITLE IX OF THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972  

(20 U.S.C. § 1681(a)) 
John Doe v. WASD, Pardoe, Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland and John Does 1-20 

 
113. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as if 

fully set forth herein.   

114. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C.S. § 1681 et seq., 

provides, in relevant part, that no person in the United States, shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded 

from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any 

education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.   

115. If a funding recipient does not engage in harassment directly, it may not be liable 

for damages unless its deliberate indifference subjects its students to harassment.  

116. A federal funding recipient may be held liable for the harassment of a victim when 

the recipient exercises substantial control over the harasser and the context in which the harassment 

occurs. For example, if the continued harassment occurs on school grounds, within the context of 

a school-related function, or otherwise while in the course and scope of an environment controlled 

by the federal funding recipient. 

117. While a recipient school cannot be held vicariously liable for the specific acts of 

sexual harassment or violence, they can instead be held liable under Title IX for their own conduct.  

118. Sexual harassment is a form of discrimination for purposes of Title IX of the 

Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C.S. § 1681 et seq., and Title IX proscribes harassment 
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with sufficient clarity to serve as a basis for a damages action. Moreover, an implied private right 

of action exists under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C.S. § 1681 et seq., 

and money damages are available in such suits.  

119. Upon information and belief, Defendant WASD is a recipient of federal education 

funding. 

120. As stated above, Plaintiff was in the care and custody of Defendant WASD when 

he was abused by a fellow student, also in the care and custody of WASD, in an environment 

controlled by WASD—an out-of-state athletic team trip sponsored and supervised by WASD. 

121. Plaintiff was subject to sexual abuse in the form of an indecent assault wherein a 

fellow student sat on his head and placed his penis on Plaintiff’s face, making skin-to-skin contact 

with Plaintiff.  

122. WASD employees permitted this abuse to occur at a school function due to their 

deliberate indifference towards the supervision of Plaintiff, the perpetrator B.M., and the other 

children in the care and custody of WASD. The acts and omissions of Defendant WASD created 

an environment where this type of sexual abuse was a foreseeable consequence.  

123. Upon information and belief, Defendant WASD was made aware of Plaintiff’s 

sexual abuse at or near the time of the abuse actually occurring in March 2018. In any event, 

WASD was, at the very least, notified of the sexual abuse of Plaintiff by way of a Child Line report 

on May 18, 2018. 

124. When informed of the specifics of the abuse and that there was proof of the abuse, 

documented on at least one student’s phone, WASD administrators and coaches instructed students 

to destroy that evidence and keep quiet about what had occurred.  
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125. After Plaintiff was abused, and his abuse was publicized within the WAHS 

community, he was subject to ridicule, name-calling, bullying, torment, and harassment from other 

students—harassment that was communicated to WASD.  

126. Thereafter, and in conjunction with agents and/or employees of LC, Defendant 

WASD failed to conduct any meaningful investigation into the sexual abuse and harassment of 

Plaintiff. What is more, WASD actively conspired to cover-up the abuse and harassment of 

Plaintiff with its inadequate investigation. 

127. Due to the sexual abuse and subsequent harassment Plaintiff endured, he was forced 

to transfer out of the school district. 

128. Defendant WASD’s failure to investigate rises to the level of deliberate indifference 

by attempting to destroy and/or suppress evidence, attempting to silence witnesses, failing to 

meaningfully discipline B.M., failing to keep Plaintiff and his mother apprised of any actions taken 

within the investigation and after the conclusion of said investigation, and other acts and omissions 

described throughout this Complaint. 

129. The deliberate indifference, omissions, actions, and failures to act described above 

caused Plaintiff to suffer sexual abuse and harassment. 

130. Defendant WASD, by and through the acts of its employees, agents, servants, staff 

members, teachers, and coaches had a duty to protect the life, liberty, and property of Plaintiff 

John Doe, and because of its failure to take any precautionary measures to supervise children in 

their care and custody, Plaintiff suffered sexual abuse. 

131. Defendant WASD, by and through the acts of its employees, agents, servants, 

administrators, staff members, teachers, and coaches had a duty to protect the life, liberty, and 

property of Plaintiff, and because of its failure to take remedial measures with regard to the known 
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instances of misconduct by B.M. and other students involved in the assault of Plaintiff, Plaintiff 

suffered additional harassment in school. 

132. Defendant WASD, by and through the acts of its employees, agents, servants, 

administrators, staff members, teachers, and coaches failed to comply with Title IX by failing to 

take any meaningful action with regard to prior reports and observations of inappropriate conduct 

and/or sexual abuse by B.M. and continued to allow B.M. to stay enrolled at WAHS as a member 

of the Millionaires baseball team where he, and others to whom he disseminated the video of 

Plaintiff’s abuse, had the opportunity to harass, ridicule, bully, shame, and torment Plaintiff. 

133. As a direct and proximate cause of the affirmative acts and omissions of Defendant 

WASD and its employees, agents, servants, staff members, teachers, and coaches that rise to such 

a level of deliberate indifference, Plaintiff suffered and continues to suffer great pain of mind and 

body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional distress, embarrassment, 

loss of self-esteem, disgrace, humiliation and loss of enjoyment of life; was prevented and will 

continue to be prevented from performing daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of life; 

has sustained and will continue to sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has incurred 

and will continue to incur expenses for medical and psychological treatment, therapy and 

counseling. 

134. Plaintiff’s injuries are severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive, and as a direct 

result of Defendant WASD’s acts and omissions, Plaintiff experienced a complete loss of 

educational benefits and opportunities afforded to him. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, Pardoe, Freed, 

McCann, Miller, Holland, and John Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand ($50,000.00) 
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Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages and punitive 

damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

COUNT II 
VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

Plaintiff v. All Defendants 
Civil Rights Conspiracy 

 
135. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as if 

fully set forth herein.   

136. The Defendants, acting within the scope of their employment and under color of 

state law, agreed among themselves and with other individuals to act in concert in order to deprive 

Plaintiff of his clearly established Fourteenth Amendment right to equal protection under the law. 

137. In furtherance of the conspiracy, Defendants engaged in and facilitated numerous 

overt acts, including, without limitation, the following: 

a. Intentionally or with deliberate indifference failing to comply with their duty to 

keep minor students in their custody and care safe from harm; 

b. Intentionally or with deliberate indifference creating an environment wherein 

Plaintiff was sexually assaulted; 

c. Intentionally or with deliberate indifference creating an environment wherein 

Plaintiff was harassed, ridiculed, bullied, and tormented; 

d. Instructing individuals to destroy evidence of the assault of Plaintiff; 

e. Attempting to silence witnesses from coming forward about the assault and 

harassment of Plaintiff; 

f. Failing to comply with the requirements of  63 Pa.C.S. § 6311, et seq., requiring 

the Defendants to report allegations of child abuse to the proper authorities; 

g. Failing to notify law enforcement officials of the assault of Plaintiff; 
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h. Failing to cooperate with law enforcement officials regarding the investigation 

of the assault of Plaintiff; 

i. Failing to conduct an unbiased investigation into the assault of Plaintiff; 

j. Failing to keep Plaintiff and his family apprised of the status and/or outcome of 

the investigation; 

k. Falsifying records and/or fabricating information in official investigatory 

documents; 

l. Intentionally or with deliberate indifference exhibiting a racial bias against 

Plaintiff; 

m. Committing offenses which would violate the laws of the United States, 

including but not limited to 18 U.S.C. §§ 242, 249, and 1503; 

n. Committing offenses which would violate the laws of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, including but not limited to 18 Pa.C.S. §§ 4904, 4910, 4952, 4958, 

5101, and 5301 

138. The acts and omissions by the Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, Freed, McCann, 

Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 were made in a willful disregard for the safety of 

Plaintiff and a reckless or callous indifference for his protected rights. 

139. Defendants’ acts and omissions, as described above, were the direct and proximate 

cause of Plaintiff’s injuries. Defendants knew, or should have known, that their actions and/or 

inactions would result in Plaintiff’s grave physical, emotional, psychological and other harm.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, 

Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand 

($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages 

and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 
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COUNT III 

VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983 
Plaintiff v. All Defendants 

Violation of Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection  
 

140. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as if 

fully set forth herein.   

141. The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution protects Plaintiff 

from the deprivation of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law and guarantees 

Plaintiff equal protection of the law. The Fourteenth Amendment requires the Defendants, 

including Dr. Brandon Pardoe, Roger Freed, Sean McCann, Ryan Miller, Fred Holland, William 

Weber, and John Does 1-20 to establish policies and practices to protect Plaintiff from known 

harms and known patterns of constitutional deprivations.  

142. Defendants failed, with deliberate indifference, to provide a safe custodial setting 

for Plaintiff, by failing to properly train, supervise, and discipline staff at WASD and LC, failing 

to properly investigate claims of child abuse related to students at WASD, and failing to appoint 

the proper individuals conduct an adequate, unbiased, and independent investigation of said abuse, 

as required by law. As a proximate result of Defendants’ policies, practices and customs, the staff 

at WASD and LC, acting under color of state law, subjected Plaintiff to sexual and emotional 

abuse, a failure to protect from harm, and other abuses alleged in this Complaint. Defendants 

WASD, LC, their respective employees, and Dr. Brandon Pardoe, Roger Freed, Sean McCann, 

Ryan Miller, William Weber, Fred Holland, and John Does 1-20 violated Plaintiff’s Fourteenth 

Amendment rights when subjecting him to sexual abuse and harassment, and/or endorsing the 

abusive environment, and/or taking no action to prevent such abuse despite their knowledge of its 

occurrence and of the abusive environment festering at WAHS. 
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143. Defendants acted or failed to act under the color of state law, when they were 

required to keep minors, including Plaintiff, safe from harm.  

144. Defendants’ acts and omissions as set forth in the preceding paragraphs of this 

Complaint shock the conscience, deprived Plaintiff of his Fourteenth Amendment right to equal 

protection of the laws, and caused Plaintiff grave physical, emotional, psychological and other 

harm. 

145. The acts and omissions by the Defendants WASD, LC, Dr. Brandon Pardoe, Roger 

Freed, Sean McCann, Ryan Miller, Fred Holland, William Weber and John Does 1-20 were made 

in a willful disregard for the safety of Plaintiff and a reckless or callous indifference for his 

protected rights. 

146. The acts and omissions by the Defendants WASD, LC, Dr. Brandon Pardoe,  Roger 

Freed, Sean McCann, Ryan Miller, Fred Holland, William Weber and John Does 1-20 as described 

in the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint, were the direct and proximate cause of Plaintiff’s 

damages and injuries and are therefore liable to Plaintiff under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and the Fourteenth 

Amendment. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, 

Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand 

($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages 

and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

 
 

State Law Claims 
 

COUNT IV 
 VICARIOUS LIABILITY 
Plaintiff v. All Defendants 
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147. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as if 

fully set forth herein.   

148.  Defendants Pardoe, Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 

(the “Individual Defendants”) engaged in unpermitted, harmful, and unlawful conduct which not 

only facilitated the sexual abuse of Plaintiff, but also engaged in such conduct to cover-up the 

abuse of Plaintiff in violation of Pennsylvania State law. Said conduct was undertaken while the 

Individual Defendants were employees and/or agents of Defendants WASD (Pardoe, Freed, 

McCann, Miller, Holland, John Does 1-20) and LC (Weber), while in the course and scope of 

employment with Defendants WASD and LC, and/or was ratified by Defendants WASD and LC. 

149. Prior to or during the time that the Individual Defendants engaged in the conduct 

alleged above, Defendants WASD and LC knew, had reason to know, or were otherwise on notice 

of the unpermitted, harmful, and unlawful conduct of the Individual Defendants. Defendants 

WASD and LC failed to take reasonable steps and failed to implement reasonable safeguards to 

avoid acts of criminal sexual misconduct and the unlawful suppression of information related to 

such instances in the future by the Individual Defendants. Furthermore, at no time during the period 

of time alleged did Defendants WASD or LC have in place a system or procedure to supervise 

and/or monitor the students in their care on out-of-state athletic trips to ensure that criminal sexual 

misconduct did not occur; nor did Defendants WASD or LC have in place a system or procedure 

to supervise and/or monitor their employees, representatives, or agents to ensure that they were 

not suppressing information related to student criminal sexual misconduct and/or obstructing 

investigation into same. 

150. Defendants’ WASD and LC knowing acquiescence and silence with respect to the 

known, or reasonably knowable, activities of the Individual Defendants constituted a course of 
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conduct through which acts of sexual abuse and obstruction of justice were condoned, approved, 

and effectively authorized. 

151. Through their failure to timely reprimand and sanction the acts referenced herein, 

and for all of the other reasons set forth in this Complaint including, without limitation, their failure 

to take the steps necessary to prevent the occurrence of such reprehensible acts, Defendants WASD 

and LC ratified said actions and, accordingly, are vicariously liable for the actions of its agents, 

employees, volunteers, staff members, administrators, teachers, coaches, and representatives, 

including the Individual Defendants. 

152. As a result of the above-described conduct, Plaintiff has suffered and will continue 

to suffer great pain of mind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of 

emotional distress, embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace, humiliation and loss of 

enjoyment of life; were prevented and will continue to be prevented from performing Plaintiff’s 

daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of life; has sustained and will continue to sustain 

loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur expenses for 

medical and psychological treatment, therapy and counseling.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, 

Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber and John Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand 

($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages 

and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs 

COUNT V 
NEGLIGENCE 

Plaintiff v. WASD, Pardoe, Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland and John Does 1-20 
 

153. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint the 

same as if fully set forth hereinafter. 
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154. At all relevant times, Defendants owed a duty to maintain a safe educational, 

athletic, and school environment for the students at WAHS, specifically Plaintiff. 

155. At all relevant times, Defendants had a duty to protect and safeguard Plaintiff from 

hurt, harm, and danger while he was under their supervision. 

156. At all relevant times, Defendants occupied a position of in loco parentis, and was 

under a duty to protect Plaintiff, and to provide him with safety and supervision akin to that which 

would have been provided by his own parents. 

157. At all relevant times, Defendants had a duty to ensure that its employees were 

properly supervising students in their custody and care to protect them from the exact type of 

sexual abuse to which Plaintiff was subject.  

158. At all relevant times, Defendants had a duty to provide for Plaintiff’s basic human 

needs, including the safety of his person and his educational environment. 

159. By accepting custody of the minor Plaintiff, Defendants established an in loco 

parentis relationship with Plaintiff and in so doing, owed Plaintiff a duty to protect Plaintiff from 

injury.  

160. At all relevant times, Defendants knew or should have known that their agents, 

employees, servants, and/or staff members were not qualified to supervise minor students in an 

environment where a lack of supervision created a risk of foreseeable harm to said minor students, 

including Plaintiff. 

161. Defendants knew, had reason to know, or was otherwise on notice of the conduct 

of their agents, employees, and/or staff members who failed to protect the safety of children in 

their school, including Plaintiff. Yet Defendants failed to take reasonable steps and failed to 
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implement reasonable safeguards to prevent acts of unlawful sexual abuse and to prevent or avoid 

placement of Plaintiff in functions or environments in which he would be endangered and abused.  

162. Furthermore, at no time during the periods of time alleged did Defendants have in 

place a system or procedure to supervise and/or monitor its staff and students to ensure that 

children, including Plaintiff, were not abused.  

163. Moreover, as set forth above, the incidents of abuse occurring when Plaintiff was 

in the care and custody of Defendants were purposefully shielded from the appropriate authorities. 

For years, Defendants failed to do anything to properly investigate Plaintiff’s abuse or discipline 

any of the students and employees or staff members that not only created an environment where 

such abuse was permitted to occur but also who failed to properly investigate reports of Plaintiff’s 

abuse which occurred while under their supervision. Defendants’ knowing acquiescence and 

silence with respect to the known, or reasonably knowable, activities its students during an out-of-

state athletic trip and thereafter constituted a course of conduct through which acts of sexual 

violence and mental torment and the violation of the sanctity of children were condoned, approved, 

and effectively authorized.  

164. Through its failure to timely reprimand and sanction the acts referenced above, and 

for all of the other reasons set forth herein including, without limitation, its failure to take the steps 

necessary to prevent the occurrence of such reprehensible acts, Defendants ratified said actions 

and, accordingly, is vicariously liable for the actions of their employees, including Dr. Brandon 

Pardoe, Roger Freed, Sean McCann, Ryan Miller, Fred Holland, and John Does 1-20. 

165. At all relevant times, Defendants failed to adequately and properly: 
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a. Employ processes that screen out and/or prevent the hiring of incompetent 

employees such as Pardoe, Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland and John Does 1-

20.  

b. supervise its agents, employees, servants, staff members, administrators, 

teachers, coaches, and/or students, including B.M., Plaintiff, Pardoe, Freed, 

McCann, Miller, Holland and John Does 1-20, and other individuals that knew 

or should have known that B.M. sexually abused Plaintiff; 

c. train its agents, employees, servants, staff members, administrators, teachers, 

coaches, and/or students, including B.M., Plaintiff, Pardoe, Freed, McCann, 

Miller, Holland and John Does 1-20, and other individuals that knew or should 

have known that B.M. sexually abused Plaintiff; 

d. employ policies that screen out and/or prevent the retention of employees who 

condone and cover-up sexual abuse; 

e. investigate employees’ background and/or information it knew or should have 

known during the course of their employment, including that they condone and 

cover-up sexual abuse. 

166. The negligent, reckless, intentional, outrageous, deliberately and recklessly 

indifferent and unlawful acts and omissions of Defendants as set forth above and herein, consisted 

of inter alia: 

a. permitting B.M. to sexually abuse a minor student; 

b. permitting B.M. to engage in illegal sexual conduct with another student within 

the course and scope of a school-related function while both B.M. and Plaintiff 

were in the care and custody of Defendants; 
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c. permitting and/or allowing an environment in which B.M. violated or engaged 

in conduct that would constitute violations of Pennsylvania criminal statutes 

prohibiting Indecent Assault (18 Pa. C.S.A. § 3126), and/or Indecent Exposure 

(18 Pa. C.S.A. § 3127), and/or Sexual Extortion (18 Pa. C.S.A. § 3133), and/or 

Sexual Abuse of Children (18 Pa. C.S.A. § 6312), and/or Transmission of 

Sexually Explicit Images by a Minor (18 Pa. C.S.A. § 6321), constituting 

negligence per se; 

d. permitting and/or allowing an environment in which the Individual Defendants 

violated or engaged in conduct, in concert with others, that would constitute 

violations of Pennsylvania criminal statutes prohibiting Unsworn Falsification 

(18 Pa.C.S. § 4904), and/or Tampering with Evidence (18 Pa.C.S. § 4910), 

and/or Intimidation of Witnesses (18 Pa.C.S. § 4952), and/or Obstructing 

Administration of Law (18 Pa.C.S. § 5101), and/or Official Oppression (18 

Pa.C.S. § 5301), constituting negligence per se; 

e. failing to properly and adequately supervise and discipline its employees and/or 

agents to prevent the sexual abuse that occurred to Plaintiff; 

f. failing to adopt, enforce, and/or follow adequate policies and procedures for the 

protection and reasonable supervision of children who attend Defendants’ 

school, including Plaintiff, and, in the alternative, failing to implement and 

comply with such procedures which had been adopted; 

g. failing to implement, enforce, and/or follow adequate protective and 

supervisory measures for the protection of students at Defendants’ school, 

including Plaintiff; 
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h. creating an environment that facilitated sexual abuse of students, including 

Plaintiff; 

i. failing to adopt, enforce and/or follow policies and procedures to protect minors 

against harmful influence and contact by other students, including B.M.; 

j. violation of duties imposed by Restatement (Second) of Torts, §§ 302B, 314, 

315, 317, 323, 324A, 343, 344 and 371 and Restatement (Second) of Agency § 

213 as adopted in Pennsylvania; 

k. failing to warn Plaintiff of the risk of harm posed by B.M. after Defendants 

knew or should have known of such risk; 

l. failing to provide Plaintiff with any assistance in coping with the injuries 

sustained; 

m. ratifying B.M.'s conduct; 

n. failing to warn Plaintiff of the risk of harm that Plaintiff may suffer as a result 

of further contact with B.M.; 

o. failing to warn or otherwise make reasonably safe the property which 

Defendants controlled, leading to the harm of Plaintiff; 

p. failing to adopt/implement and/or enforce policies and procedures for the 

reporting to law enforcement, Office of Children and Youth, the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education, authorities within Defendants’ school, and/or other 

authorities of harmful acts to children; 

q. failing to report B.M.’s harmful acts to authorities within Defendants’ school 

and/or other authorities, including but not limited to the MBPD; 
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r. failing to implement adequate and proper policies and/or by-laws regarding 

sexual abuse and/or harassment and/or violating its own policies and/or by-laws 

regarding sexual abuse and/or harassment; 

s. failing to implement adequate and proper policies and/or by-laws regarding use 

of computers, cell phones, social media and communication by students and/or 

violating its own policies and/or by-laws regarding use of computers, cell 

phones, social media and communication by students; 

t. violating the requirements of Pennsylvania’s Child Protective Services Law, 23 

§ 6311(a) and (b), and/or the Educator Discipline Act, 24 P.S. §§ 2070.1 et seq. 

constituting negligence per se; 

u. ignoring, concealing, or otherwise mitigating the seriousness of the known 

danger that B.M. posed;  

v. failing to prevent the sexual abuse that was committed by B.M. on Plaintiff; 

w. allowing B.M. to remain at school after knowing that he sexually abused a 

student and disseminated video depictions of that abuse on social media; 

x. failing to properly supervise and/or discipline its employees who created an 

environment in which B.M.’s abuse of Plaintiff was permitted to take place; 

y. failing to adequately and properly train its employees regarding sexual abuse of 

students; and 

z. negligently managing and/or operating Defendants’ school. 

167. As a proximate and direct result of Defendants’ negligence and/or reckless conduct 

described herein, Plaintiff was harmed as a result and has sustained physical and emotional 
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injuries, embarrassment, mental anguish, pain and suffering, and loss of enjoyment of life and 

life’s pleasures. 

168. Plaintiff has been and will likely, into the future, be caused to incur medical 

expenses and Plaintiff may likely incur a loss of earning capacity in the future. 

169. Defendants knew or should have known about the severe risk of their failure to take 

any appropriate precautions outlined above and acted with a reckless disregard for such risk for 

which Plaintiff is entitled to and hereby seeks punitive damages pursuant to the requirements of 

Pennsylvania law. 

170. Defendants’ actions and failures as described herein are outrageous and were done 

recklessly with a conscious disregard of the risk of harm to Plaintiff for which Plaintiff is entitled 

to and hereby seeks punitive damages. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, Pardoe, Freed, 

McCann, Miller, Holland, and John Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand ($50,000.00) 

Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages and punitive 

damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

COUNT VI 
NEGLIGENCE 

Plaintiff v. LC, Weber, and John Does 1-20 
171. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the preceding paragraphs of this 

Complaint the same as if fully set forth hereinafter. 

172. At all relevant times, Defendant Weber was assigned to the LC DA’s Office as an 

agent, employee, servant, and/or staff member of LC. 

173. At all relevant times, Defendant Weber, as a law enforcement agent of LC, was a 

mandated reporter pursuant to 63 Pa.C.S. § 6311, et seq. 
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174. At all relevant times, Defendants LC and Weber owed a duty to investigate reports 

of criminal activity, including sexual abuse, and, specifically, the sexual abuse of Plaintiff. 

175. Defendant LC knew, had reason to know, or were otherwise on notice of the 

conduct of Weber, who failed to investigate and/or refer for investigation reports of child sexual 

abuse, including Plaintiff. Yet Defendant LC failed to take reasonable steps and failed to 

implement reasonable safeguards to prevent Weber from dereliction of his duties as a law 

enforcement officer tasked with reporting and investigating allegations of child sexual abuse. 

176. Furthermore, at no time during the periods of time alleged did Defendant LC have 

in place a system or procedure to supervise and/or monitor its employees, agents, and/or staff  to 

ensure allegations of child sexual abuse were reported and investigated.  

177. Moreover, as set forth above, the abuse of Plaintiff was purposefully shielded from 

the appropriate authorities. For years, Defendant LC failed to do anything to properly investigate 

Plaintiff’s abuse or discipline any of the students and employees or staff members that not only 

created an environment where such abuse was permitted to occur but also who conspired to cover-

up the abuse that occurred while under their supervision. Defendant’s knowing acquiescence and 

silence with respect to the known, or reasonably knowable, activities its agents and/or employees 

who concealed information from law enforcement and conspired with school administrators to 

cover-up Plaintiff’s sexual abuse and subsequent harassment, constituted a course of conduct 

through which acts of sexual violence and mental torment and the violation of the sanctity of 

children were condoned, approved, and effectively authorized.  

178. Through its failure to timely reprimand and sanction the acts referenced above, and 

for all of the other reasons set forth herein including, without limitation, its failure to take the steps 
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necessary to prevent the occurrence of such reprehensible acts, Defendant LC ratified said actions 

and, accordingly, is vicariously liable for the actions of their employees, including Weber. 

179. At all relevant times, Defendants failed to adequately and properly: 

a. Employ processes that screen out and/or prevent the hiring of incompetent 

employees such as Weber;  

b. supervise its agents, employees, servants, and/or staff members, including 

Weber, and other individuals that knew or should have known that B.M. 

sexually abused Plaintiff; 

c. train its agents, employees, servants, and/or staff members, including Weber, 

and other individuals that knew or should have known that B.M. sexually 

abused Plaintiff; 

d. employ policies that screen out and/or prevent the retention of employees who 

condone and cover-up sexual abuse; 

e. investigate employees’ background and/or information it knew or should have 

known during the course of their employment, including that they condone and 

cover-up sexual abuse. 

180. The negligent, reckless, intentional, outrageous, deliberately and recklessly 

indifferent and unlawful acts and omissions of Defendants as set forth above and herein, consisted 

of inter alia: 

a. failing to report allegations of sexual abuse pursuant to 63 Pa.C.S. § 6311, et 

seq. 

b. failing to open an investigative file on an allegation of child sexual abuse; 
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c. failing to generate any written reports on an allegation of child sexual abuse at 

or around the time the allegation was made; 

d. failing to contact and/or coordinate with outside law enforcement agencies 

regarding an allegation of child sexual abuse; 

e. failing to inform any prosecuting authority of an allegation of child sexual 

abuse; 

f. permitting and/or allowing an environment in which Weber violated or engaged 

in conduct, in concert with others, that would constitute violations of 

Pennsylvania criminal statutes prohibiting Unsworn Falsification (18 Pa.C.S. § 

4904), and/or Tampering with Evidence (18 Pa.C.S. § 4910), and/or 

Intimidation of Witnesses (18 Pa.C.S. § 4952), and/or Obstructing 

Administration of Law (18 Pa.C.S. § 5101), and/or Official Oppression (18 

Pa.C.S. § 5301), constituting negligence per se; 

g. failing to properly and adequately supervise and discipline its employees to 

prevent the above described unpermitted, harmful, and unlawful conduct; 

h. failing to adopt, enforce, and/or follow adequate policies and procedures for the 

protection and reasonable supervision of agents and/or employees, including 

Weber, and, in the alternative, failing to implement and comply with such 

procedures which had been adopted; 

i. creating an environment that facilitated dereliction of duties as described above 

and throughout this Complaint; 
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j. failing to adopt, enforce and/or follow policies and procedures to protect minors 

from unpermitted, harmful, and unlawful conduct on the part of Defendant’s 

agents and/or employees; 

k. violation of duties imposed by Restatement (Second) of Torts, §§ 302B, 314, 

315, 317, 323, 324A, 343, 344 and 371 and Restatement (Second) of Agency § 

213 as adopted in Pennsylvania; 

l. failing to warn Plaintiff of the risk of harm posed by Weber after Defendants 

knew or should have known of such risk; 

m. failing to provide Plaintiff with any assistance in coping with the injuries 

sustained; 

n. ratifying B.M’s conduct; 

o. failing to adopt, enforce and/or follow policies and procedures to communicate 

with victims of crime and/or utilize victim assistance programs or agencies to 

do so; 

p. failing to warn Plaintiff of the risk of harm that Plaintiff may suffer as a result 

of further contact with B.M.; 

q. failing to adopt/implement and/or enforce policies and procedures for the 

reporting to law enforcement, Office of Children and Youth, the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education, and/or other authorities of harmful acts to children; 

r. failing to report B.M.’s harmful acts to authorities both within LC and/or other 

authorities, including but not limited to the MBPD; 
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s. failing to implement adequate and proper policies and/or by-laws regarding 

sexual abuse and/or harassment and/or violating its own policies and/or by-laws 

regarding sexual abuse and/or harassment; 

t. failing to implement adequate and proper policies and/or by-laws regarding the 

recognition of criminal offenses, the retention and/or spoliation of evidence, 

interviewing witnesses, contacting and cooperating with victims of crime, 

contacting and cooperating with outside law enforcement agencies when 

necessary, and other functions essential to law enforcement and/or violating its 

own policies and/or by-laws regarding use of computers, cell phones, social 

media and communication by students; 

u. violating the requirements of Pennsylvania’s Child Protective Services Law, 23 

§ 6311(a) and (b), and/or the Educator Discipline Act, 24 P.S. §§ 2070.1 et seq. 

constituting negligence per se; 

v. ignoring, concealing, or otherwise mitigating the seriousness of the known 

danger that B.M. posed;  

w. failing to investigate the sexual abuse that was committed by B.M. on Plaintiff; 

x. failing to take any law enforcement action against B.M. knowing that he 

sexually abused a student and disseminated video depictions of that abuse on 

social media; 

y. failing to adequately and properly train its employees regarding sexual abuse of 

minors; and 

z. negligently managing and/or operating its county detectives, including Weber. 
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181. As a proximate and direct result of Defendants’ negligence and/or reckless conduct 

described herein, Plaintiff was harmed as a result and has sustained physical and emotional 

injuries, embarrassment, mental anguish, pain and suffering, and loss of enjoyment of life and 

life’s pleasures. 

182. Plaintiff has been and will likely, into the future, be caused to incur medical 

expenses and Plaintiff may likely incur a loss of earning capacity in the future. 

183. Defendants knew or should have known about the severe risk of their failure to take 

any appropriate precautions outlined above and acted with a reckless disregard for such risk for 

which Plaintiff is entitled to and hereby seeks punitive damages pursuant to the requirements of 

Pennsylvania law. 

184. Defendants’ actions and failures as described herein are outrageous and were done 

recklessly with a conscious disregard of the risk of harm to Plaintiff for which Plaintiff is entitled 

to and hereby seeks punitive damages. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants LC, Weber, and John 

Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand ($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the 

prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-

judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

COUNT VII 
NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

Plaintiff v. All Defendants 
 

185. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the preceding paragraphs of this 

Complaint the same as if fully set forth hereinafter. 

186. Defendants by and through their contact with Plaintiff, as described above, 

negligently and/or recklessly committed multiple acts of extreme and outrageous conduct which 
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caused severe emotional, psychological, and psychiatric injuries, distress, and harm to Plaintiff, 

which also manifested in physical injuries to Plaintiff as set forth above in an extreme, outrageous, 

and harmful manner. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, 

Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand 

($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages 

and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

COUNT VIII 
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

Plaintiff v. All Defendants 
 

187. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the preceding paragraphs of this 

Complaint the same as if fully set forth hereinafter. 

188. Defendants by and through their contact with Plaintiff, as described above, 

intentionally committed multiple acts of extreme and outrageous conduct which caused severe 

emotional, psychological, and psychiatric injuries, distress, and harm to Plaintiff, which also 

manifested in physical injuries to Plaintiff as set forth above, in an extreme, outrageous and 

harmful manner. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, 

Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand 

($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages 

and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

COUNT IX  
NEGLIGENT FAILURE TO RESCUE 

Plaintiff v. All Defendants 
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189. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the preceding paragraphs of this 

Complaint the same as if fully set forth hereinafter. 

190. The negligence and recklessness of Defendants in directly and proximately causing 

the injuries and damages to Plaintiff described herein, include: 

a. failing to take reasonable and necessary steps to rescue the Plaintiff after 

placing him in a position of harm; 

b. failing to exercise reasonable and necessary steps to prevent further harm after 

rendering Plaintiff in danger of further harm; 

c. failing to take reasonable and necessary steps to give aid or assistance to 

Plaintiff after rendering him in danger of further harm; 

d. failing to take reasonable steps to obtain aid or assistance for the Plaintiff after 

rendering him danger of further harm; 

e. failing to take reasonable and necessary steps to prevent the delay in the 

appropriate care of Plaintiff; and 

f. violation of the duties set forth in Restatement (Second) of Torts, Sections 314A 

& 322, as adopted in Pennsylvania. 

191. As a proximate and direct result of Defendant’s breaches described in the preceding 

paragraph, Plaintiff sustained psychological and physical harms and injuries as described above. 

192. The aforementioned incidents resulted from the negligence, recklessness and/or 

intentional acts of Defendants and was due in no manner whatsoever to any act or failure to act on 

part of Plaintiff. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, 

Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 in a sum in excess of Fifty Thousand 
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($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages 

and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

COUNT X 
NEGLIGENCE PER SE 
Plaintiff v. All Defendants 

 
193. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the preceding paragraphs of this 

Complaint the same as if fully set forth hereinafter. 

194. Defendants, individually, derivatively, and in concert with each other, engaged in 

the aforementioned conduct, which would constitute violations of Pennsylvania criminal statutes 

prohibiting Unsworn Falsification (18 Pa.C.S. § 4904), and/or Tampering with Evidence (18 

Pa.C.S. § 4910), and/or Intimidation of Witnesses (18 Pa.C.S. § 4952), and/or Obstructing 

Administration of Law (18 Pa.C.S. § 5101), and/or Official Oppression (18 Pa.C.S. § 5301). 

195. Defendants’ violations constitute negligence per se under Pennsylvania law. 

196. Defendants’ negligent, reckless, and/or intentional failures to report criminal acts 

allowed B.M. to disseminate videos of his abuse of Plaintiff, causing continuing harm to Plaintiff 

and the injuries and damages described above. 

197. Defendants’ negligent, reckless, and/or intentional failures in investigating or 

responding to Plaintiff’s allegations of abuse caused Plaintiff the injuries and damages described 

above. 

198. Such failure on part of Defendants was reckless, intentional, knowing, grossly 

negligent, deliberately and recklessly indifferent, outrageous, malicious, and/or was a reckless and 

conscious disregard for the safety of Plaintiff. 

199. Defendants’ failures to report pursuant to their legal obligation under either 

Pennsylvania’s Child Protective Services Law (PCPSL), 23 § 6311(a) and (b) et seq. and/or the 
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Educator Discipline Act, 24 P.S. §§ 2070.1 et seq. as well as the conduct which would violate the 

criminal laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania proximately caused the harm to Plaintiff and 

the injuries and damages described above. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, 

Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 in a sum more than Fifty Thousand 

($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages 

and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

COUNT XI 
CIVIL CONSPIRACY 

Plaintiff v. All Defendants 
200. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as if 

fully set forth herein.   

201. As outlined above and upon information and belief, Defendants WASD, LC, and 

their respective employees, agents, staff, administrators, directors, teachers, coaches all knowingly 

and willfully conspired and agreed among themselves to misrepresent to and conceal from the 

public, including, but not limited to Plaintiff and his family, information relating to his and other 

students’ sexual abuse and/or their investigation of and response to such abuse and/or their intent 

regarding consequences to be faced by B.M. and others who they knew participated in the abuse 

of Plaintiff and other students. This conspiracy continues to this day as all Defendants have claimed 

privately and publicly that their investigation of and response to Plaintiff’s abuse was prompt, 

appropriate, and thorough. 

202. The Defendants conspired to keep the abuse of Plaintiff and other WAHS students 

from the public, as well as appropriate law enforcement authorities. Instead of informing the 

public, Plaintiff, and/or appropriate law enforcement authorities about such instances of abuse, 

Defendants intentionally and falsely told Plaintiff, the public, and appropriate law enforcement 
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authorities that what occurred was merely “indecent” and/or “inappropriate” rather than criminal 

sexual behavior.  

203. Further, the Defendants likewise conspired to keep their investigation of and 

response to the abuse of Plaintiff hidden from the public and appropriate law enforcement 

authorities. Defendants conspired to: destroy evidence; silence witnesses; make back-room deals 

to protect perpetrators of abuse rather than Plaintiff, the innocent victim of a sexual assault; falsify 

records and/or fabricate information contained in official law enforcement documents; and other 

activities described throughout this Complaint in an effort to minimize the seriousness of the abuse 

and any corresponding embarrassment or reputational harm Defendants would face as a result of 

the abuse. Instead of informing the public, Plaintiff, and/or appropriate law enforcement authorities 

about such instances of abuse, Defendants intentionally and falsely told Plaintiff, the public, and 

appropriate law enforcement authorities, among other things, that Defendants first learned of the 

abuse via local law enforcement, that the matter was investigated by outside agencies including 

the LC DA’s Office, that the individuals conducting the investigation were not biased, that 

Defendants had communicated with families of all students involved, and that the conduct of B.M. 

and other students towards Plaintiff was not condoned.  

204. In furtherance of said conspiracy and agreement, Defendants engaged in fraudulent 

representations, omissions and/or concealment of facts, acts of cover-up and statements. 

Defendants were purely motivated in this regard for the purposes of protecting their own interests 

at the expense of innocent children, including Plaintiff. 

205. All of the actions of Defendants set forth in the preceding paragraphs were in 

violation of the rights of Plaintiff and committed in furtherance of the aforementioned conspiracies 

and agreements. Moreover, each of the aforementioned individuals lent aid and encouragement, 
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and knowingly financed, ratified and/or adopted the acts of the other. As a proximate result of the 

wrongful acts herein alleged, Plaintiff has suffered significant damage as outlined above.  

206. These acts constituted malicious conduct which was carried on the Defendants with 

willful and conscious disregard for Plaintiff’s rights with the intention of willfully concealing 

incidents of abuse and harassment, and was despicable conduct by any measure that subjected 

Plaintiff to cruel and unjust hardship, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive damages. 

Accordingly, punitive damages should be awarded against Defendants to punish them and deter 

other such persons from committing such wrongful and malicious acts in the future.  

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants WASD, LC, Pardoe, 

Freed, McCann, Miller, Holland, Weber, and John Does 1-20 in a sum more than Fifty Thousand 

($50,000.00) Dollars, and in excess of the prevailing arbitration limits, in compensatory damages 

and punitive damages, exclusive of pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interests and costs. 

 

    
Dated: ____9/6/22____ 
   LAFFEY, BUCCI & KENT, LLP 
    

    
 
 BY:        
       Brian D. Kent, Esq. 

Gaetano D’Andrea, Esq.  
     Michael J. McFarland, Esq. 
     Jillian P. Roth, Esq. 
     LAFFEY, BUCCI & KENT, LLP 
     1100 Ludlow Street, Suite 300 
     Philadelphia, PA 19107 
     (T): (215) 399-9255 
     (E): bkent@lbk-law.com 
             gdandrea@lbk-law.com 

             mmcfarland@lbk-law.com 
             jroth@lbk-law.com 
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   STAPP LAW, LLC 
 
 
 BY: /s/ Gregory A. Stapp     
   Gregory A. Stapp, Esq. 
   STAPP LAW, LLC 
      153 West 4th Street, Suite 6 

Williamsport, PA 17701 
(T): (570) 326-1077 
       (570) 651-9420 
(E): gstapp@stapplaw.net 

 
   Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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By Todd Bartley
News@TalkWilliamsport.com

Having lived in Lycoming County since 2007 it is humbling
when folks who have genuine concerns about the safety of
children confide in me and share their stories.

It is an awesome responsibility.

With that responsibility is an obligation to obtain as many
facts as possible and follow those and not allow emotion to
get in the way.

At the outset, it needs to be noted in no way did I seek out
this story; it was brought to my attention in a manner that
garnered an immediate response.

In regard to the school district that will be mentioned in this
story it has been eluded to on social media posts by current
school board members that in some way I am out to speak
ill of this particular district. Nothing could be further from the
truth.

Over the past decade our radio stations have been proud to
broadcast more of this particular district’s games than any
other radio or television outlet in the market including some
teams having winless seasons. So we have been there in
good times and bad.

Countless athletes over the years have been awarded
player of the game honors as well as at our annual awards
banquet numerous student athletes have received public
recognition of their fine accomplishments and those can be
reviewed at any time by visiting any of the station websites.
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So for anyone, especially school board members to
question my motives speak more to their character and not
mine.

Additionally, as you will read may be one of the reasons this
story is being written in the first place.

School Boards are supposed to be as open and transparent
with the general public especially since this particular board
oversees the largest district in Lycoming County and an
annual operating budget of nearly 100 million dollars.

Someone once shared with me an old saying, if the oven is
too hot maybe it is time to get out of the kitchen. For some
on the board maybe that time is now.

With that as the backdrop I must warn you as a reader as
you go forward the following content is graphic in nature
and has been edited in such a way to protect as much of a
potential future civil and criminal case as possible as well as
the parties involved. Everything you are about to read has
been sourced by multiple people and independently
verified.

In March of 2018 the Williamsport Area High School
Baseball team took a trip to play games in Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina. Several Williamsport Area High School
administrators also made the trip.

One evening during the trip at the team hotel a player was
assaulted by at least one other teammate.

The incident was captured on a device and shared via at
least one social media site with multiple parties.
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According to multiple sources that viewed the social media
video of the incident in question assertions have been made
it depicts several acts of a sexual nature toward the victim
who was reportedly asleep when it began and was then
held down when awake.

Additionally, multiple sources have independently confirmed
the nature of the assault and the identities of the players
involved. Due to the fact they are all juveniles their names
will not appear in this article.

On or around May 18, 2018 information was provided to the
Law Enforcement Hotline of the incident at which point local
Lycoming County Law enforcement engaged in an
immediate investigation of the matter and notified the
Williamsport Area School District.

TalkWilliamsport.com reached out to the Lycoming County
District Attorney’s Office for comment on this story and
received the following this morning from the lead attorney for
juvenile cases, Jeff Yates:

“Mr. Bartley: Based on case law and the Juvenile Act I
cannot respond to your inquiry.”

Several allegations by concerned citizens were voiced to
TalkWilliamsport.com in regard to the initial handling of the
incident and the timing of information being brought to
Williamsport Area High School officials as well as local law
enforcement.

This brings me to the point of the online comments of some,
“They all knew”, of course the administrators knew. Once
law enforcement notified them, the investigation began and
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common sense would tell anyone to ask each other, what do
you know about this?

TalkWilliamsport.com has independently confirmed multiple
interviews were conducted by WASD administrators. Local
law enforcement officials also conducted numerous
interviews with the individuals involved.

For further clarity in this matter, TalkWilliamsport.com this
morning received the following from the Williamsport Area
High School Solicitor Fred Holland, of the local law firm
Holland Murphy, Butterfield, & Holland, P.C. in response to a
request for information for this story:

“Hello, Todd.

Near the end of the school year, an incident involving
indecent and inappropriate behavior on the part of a
baseball player during the team’s spring trip was brought to
the attention of District officials. A prompt investigation was
done, and appropriate discipline was imposed. By the time
the District was aware of the incident, law enforcement
officials had already been contacted.”

Due to the fact that for many in the Williamsport Area School
District this article will be the first they hear of this terribly
unfortunate incident since no one in leadership at the district
sent out a text, e-mail, letter or phone call notifying everyone
that this had occurred and what steps had been taken.

TalkWilliamsport.com has also confirmed that the new
school board members have never been briefed on this
situation. This is troubling since they were sworn in last
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December which a logical conclusion could be drawn that
the entire school board has not been briefed.

This is why so many concerned citizens have come forward
with the allegation of a cover up. The reason is these folks
are only hearing rumors and nothing concrete from the
district; until now.

Sadly, why it took this long and many other questions will be
left for the Williamsport Area School Board to answer for the
tax paying citizens they serve.

South Carolina law enforcement officials would actually
retain jurisdiction in any potential criminal complaint since
that is where the incident occurred.

In that regard, TalkWilliamsport.com sought information from
South Carolina authorities and has yet to receive any
information back in regard to ascertaining if any type of
incident or police reports were filed in and around the time
of the incident. Multiple media outlets in South Carolina are
also working with local Myrtle Beach authorities to obtain
this information.

If and when that information, (if it exists) would not be
released with any particular parties name on it, instead it
would say JUVENILE.

As it pertains to the actions of the Williamsport Area School
District it has taken in this matter it is also my understanding
that when the first formal notification was made in May to the
Hotline; from that moment forward every possible avenue
was used to make sure proper procedures and protocols
were followed.
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TalkWilliamsport.com has also been informed that the family
of the victim is in the process of seeking legal counsel to
explore any and all options they may have.

If anyone has additional information in regard to this case
they are strongly encouraged to contact the Office of
Lycoming County District Attorney, Kenneth A. Osokow at
570-327-2456.

Finally, we live in a society in 2018 that is moving so much
faster than when I was growing up.

All of our children have to deal with social media and its
pitfalls as well as really bad decisions they make
sometimes.

When did it become acceptable to not step in and stop a
teammate, a friend, a classmate from being attacked and
inappropriately assaulted?

When did, if you see something, say something go out the
window?

Why did it take until mid-May for the first confirmed report of
the assault to be called into the Hotline?

Maybe these are the questions we should be asking instead
of getting all hot and bothered over a media member
bringing something to light.

It needs to be brought to light and we as adults need to be
even more vigilant in teaching our children to treat each
other better and protect them from situations like this and
unfortunately it happened on a school baseball trip.
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I’m sorry to say this but if I was a member of the
Williamsport Area School Board there would not be any
more trips to Myrtle Beach by the baseball program for the
foreseeable future because it does not appear the proper
mechanisms are in place to stop this from ever happening
again.

If there are, I encourage the Williamsport Area School Board
to share them with the public and not just for athletic teams
but for any overnight stay.

Many people have shared that are connected to the
program that next year the some kids won’t be going
because they just aren’t ready yet. That comment speaks
volumes to why the trip should be cancelled going forward.

My heart goes out to the victim in this case and I hope and
pray you have better days ahead and get all of the
counseling and support you need.

This is not a good day to be a Millionaire, however as they
have done so many times before I am sure their leadership
will rise to this occasion, answer the tough questions, be as
forthright as possible protecting our youth in the process
and building an even better and safer tomorrow.
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STORY
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Williamsport Area School District Statement on Myrtle Beach Incident 
 
The Williamsport Area School District proactively serves students and families of our community. 
We take this responsibility seriously, and the safety of our students is our top priority. The district 
follows a high standard of communicating with the public and protecting the privacy of our 
students.  
 
In light of recent concerns raised on social media, it is evident that the circulation of inaccuracies 
and misinformation have created confusion that is detrimental to students, staff and the district. 
The district is releasing the following statement to provide facts where we are legally able to do 
so, while still protecting the privacy of students: 
 
Near the end of the 2017-2018 school year, local law enforcement brought to the district’s 
attention an alleged incident involving indecent and inappropriate behavior by a baseball player 
during the team’s spring trip to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. The information had not been 
previously reported to any district administrator or employee. Once the district was contacted, a 
prompt investigation was completed and appropriate discipline was issued. Federal educational 
privacy laws prohibit the district from disclosing any specifics regarding what discipline was levied 
and who was involved.  
 
In addition to the district’s own investigation, the matter was investigated by outside agencies, 
including the Lycoming County District Attorney’s office and law enforcement in Myrtle 
Beach. When contacted by Myrtle Beach authorities, the high school principal immediately 
referred them to the district attorney’s office and the district’s school resource officers, who 
serve with the Williamsport Bureau of Police. All questions regarding why charges were or were 
not pursued can be deferred to those agencies, as those decisions are not made by the school 
district.  
 
It is important to note that the district first became aware of this incident after law enforcement 
had already been contacted and a ChildLine report made. The report to ChildLine was not 
duplicated by the district, as it had already been reported.  
 
The district’s investigation was conducted by the high school principal, district administrators and 
district legal counsel. Once it became clear which students were and were not involved in the 
incident, it was apparent that the high school principal had no personal conflict of interest or 
personal relationships with the students involved. The principal was permitted by the district’s 
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solicitor to participate in the investigation, and his actions were appropriate and thorough. As an 
added measure of diligence, a second administrator also participated in the investigation. 
 
As is the case with all student disciplinary matters of this degree, the district allows legal counsel 
to be present—if a student or a student’s family so desires—when that student is being 
interviewed and when potential disciplinary measures are being discussed. No outside legal 
counsel was present for any other meetings or interviews. 
  
The district has communicated with the families of all students involved in the incident to the full 
extent to which we have been able. We have done this while abiding by federal educational 
privacy laws, which prevent the district from disclosing both the type of discipline imposed and 
the identity of the students who were disciplined. We understand these restrictions can be 
frustrating for parents, students and community members. However, the district 
worked directly with the families of the students involved to provide the most comfortable and 
appropriate educational setting for the students following the incident, and has at all times 
aimed to act in the best interest of the students.  
 
The Williamsport Area School District does not condone inappropriate and indecent 
behavior. The district has fully conducted an investigation of this incident and has transparently 
cooperated and participated with law enforcement officials. We urge our students, families and 
community members to avoid posting statements to social media that are inaccurate or 
misleading, as those statements can be detrimental and potentially harmful to our students.  
 
While we certainly understand the public concern around this matter, we want to assure our 
community that the appropriate measures have been taken to navigate a situation that has 
dictated a high level of confidentiality due to federal educational laws. 
 
We will continue to do everything we can to ensure the safety and security of our students and 
prevent another incident like the one in question from occurring again.  
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(b) identify specifically the items or property to be searched for and seized;
{c} name or describe with particularity theperson or place tobe searched;
(d} identify the owner, occupant, or possessor ofthe place to be searched;
(e) specify or describe the crime which has been or is being committed;
( set forth specifically thefacts and circumstances which form the basis for the affiant’s conclusion that there is probable cause to believe that the items

or property identified are evidence or the fruit ofa crime, or are contraband, or are otherwise unlawfully possessed or subject to seizure, and that these
items or property are located on theparticular person or atthe particular place described;

(g) ifa “nighttime” search is requested (i.c., 10 p.m, to 6a.m.), state additional reasonable cause for seeking permission tosearch in the nighttime; and
(h} when the attorney for the Commonwealth is requesting that the affidavit(s) be sealed pursuant to Rufe 211, state the facts and circumstances which are

alleged to establish good cause for the sealing of the affidavit(s).

Rule 208, CapyofWarrant; Receiptfor Seized Property.
(a) Alaw enforcement officer, upon taking property pursuant to asearch warrant, shall leave with the person from whem or from whose premises the

property was taken a copy of thewarrant and affidavit(s} in support thereof, and a receipt for the property seized. A copyof thewarrant and
affidavit(s) must be left whether or not any property is seized.

(b) [fno one is present on thepremises when the warrant is executed, theofficer shail leave thedocuments specified inparagraph (a) ata conspicuous
location in the said premises. A copy of the warrant and affidavit(s) must be left whether or not any property is seized.

(c} Notwithstanding therequirements inparagraphs (a) and (b), the officer shail not leave a copy of an affidavit that has been seafed pursuant toRule
211,

Rule209. Return with Inventory.
(a) An inventory of items seized shall be made by the law enforcement officer serving asearch warrant. The inventory shall be made in the presence of

theperson from whose possession or premises the propertywas taken, when feasible, or otherwise in the presence ofat least one witness. The officer
shall signa statement on theinventory that it is a trae and correct listing of all items seized, and that thesigner is subject to the penalties and
provisious of I8 Pa.C.S. Section 4904(b) - Unsworn Falsification to Authorities. The inventory shall be returned to and filed with the issuing
authority.

(b) The judicial officer towhoin thereturn was made shall upon request cause acopy ofthe inventory to be delivered tothe applicant for the warrant and
to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the propertywas taken.

(c} When the search warrant affidavit(s} is sealed pursuant to Rule 211, the return shall be made to thejustice orjudge who issued the warrant.

THE LAW.ENFORCEMEN)T OFFICER SHALL MAKE ALLRETURNS TO THE ISSUING AUTHORITY
DESIGNATED ON THE SEARCH WARRANT.
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“APPLICATION FOR
SEARCH WARRANT
AND AUTHORIZATION

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania MD-5-32.020

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident ‘Warrant Control
(Issuing Authority): Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221A

SA David Scicchitano PA Office ofAttorney General | (814)863-6580 9/38 2020
AGENC’ PHONENUMBER ; DATE OFAPPLICATION

[IDENTIEY TEMS TO BE SEARCHED FOR ANDSEIZED (Beas specific as possible):

The unredacted letter, which shows the full text without any text blacked out, from George Lepley, Jr. Esquire to Brandon
Pardoe, Principal, and Shawn McCann, Athletic Director, oftheWilliamsport Area High School. This letter was dated: "May
31, 2018." This letteris titled: "Re: Misconduct Myrtle Beach."

‘SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES AND/OR PERSON TO BE SEARCHED (Street and No., Apt. No, Vehicle, Safe Deposit Box, etc):

Williamsport Area School District
2780 West Fourth Street
Williamsport, PA 17701

(570)327-5500

Willamsport Area School District
PRicrarono:OF"(Describe conduct or ein statute): DATE(S) 01OF VIOLATION:

Title 18, Section 5101: Obstructing Administration of Law or Other Governmenial . 3/23/2018-9/3/2020
Function.

: (lf DA approval requiredper Pa.R.Crim.P. 202(A) with assignedFile No. per Pa.R.Crim.P. 507)

:1]Additional Pages Attached (Other than Affidavit ofProbable Cause)
;LIFProbable CauseAffidavit(s) MUST be attached (unless sealed below) Total numberofpages:

| TOTAL NUMBEROF PAGES IS SUM OF ALL APPLICATION, PROBABLE CAUSE AND CONTINUATION PAGES EVEN IF ANY OF THE PAGES ARE SEALED |
The below named Affiant, being duly sworn (or affirmed) before the Issuing Authority according to law, deposes and says that thereis probable cause to believe that certain
property is evidence of or the fruit of a crime or is contraband or is unlawfully possessed or is otherwise subject to seizure, and is located at the particular premises or in the
possession of the particular person as described above. I certify that this filing complies with the provisions of the Case Records Public Access Policy of the Unified Judicial
‘Systes; of Penngylvanja that require filing confidential information and documents differently than non-confidential information and documents

bid A, PA Office of Attorney General , 595

tea, f™/s
:X Warrant Application Approved by District Attorney— DA File No... > ay ACeaw— Bee2ev27

Sicignature-OfAffiant Agency or Address ifpivate Affiant . >Md Badge Number

can to and subg ripadbefore me this_<¥4 “day of esi AD “Meg sist ‘No.

de Agwut ia “Willtdingprt (7 Tosca)
Office Address

H WARRAN EREAS, facts have been sworn toorr aff rmed before me bywritten affi avit(s) attache
TO LAW ENFORCEMENT. probable cause, | do authorize you to search the premises or person described, and to seize, secure, inventory and m
OFFICER: return according to the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure.

ThisWarrant shall be served as soon as practicable and shall be served only between the hours of 6AM to 10PM but in no event later than:*

(J ThisWor hall be served as soon as praact ndmgy be served any time during the day or night but in no event later than: **

With M, o’clock GZ , WD.

CJ This Warrant shall be returned to judicial offiicer
* The issuing authority should specify a date not later than two (2) days after issuance. Pa.R.Crim.P. 205(4).
**If the issuing authority finds reasonable cause for issuing a nighttime warrant on the basis of additional reasonable cause set forth in the accompanying affidavit(s)
and wishes to issue a nighttime warrant, then " block shali bechecked. Pa.R.Crim.P. VW

fa*

a t/a 11026 (SEAL)
Signaturere ofSung Authority Mag-Bist- or Judicial Dist. No. Date Commission Expires:

Title of Issuing Authority: [-] Magisterial District Judge [Common Plegs Judge CJ
f_,
Hos good cause stated in thePye a Search Warrant Affidavit(s) are sealed for _\/“days bymy certification and signatur“herds Ps ip
dcri p42 S|A2 |0"YOYO (Date) (SEAL)

Signature ofIssuing Authortty (Judge of the Court of Common Pleas or Appellate Court Justice or Judge).

ay of1 SYNC at () ‘ [0 A M, o’clock. |

TO
BE
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident _Warrant Control
(issuing authority) . | Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221A
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

David Scicchitano, hereafter referred to as your Affiant, is a Special Agent with the
Pennsylvania Office ofAttorney General. The affiant was hired in July of 2019, and is currently
assigned to the Bureau of Criminal Investigation. Prior to this, the affiant attended The
Pennsylvania State University and graduated in 1987 with a Bachelor of Science degree in

Administration ofJustice. From 1987 through 1994, the affiant served as a Police Officer with
the Penn State University Police. From 1994 through 2019, the affiant served as a Police
Officer then Detective with the State College Borough Police. The affiant has over 32 years of
experience in conducting criminal investigations. The affiant has training in the following:
DUI, both practitioner and instructor; ARIDE; homicide investigation; internet and cell phone
investigation; search and seizure; and accident reconstruction, among other training. The
affiant served as the juvenile Detective and as a general investigation Detective while with the
State College Police. The affiant is currently serving as a criminal investigator with the PA
Office of Attorney General. The affiant has experience in criminal investigations involving the
following: death investigations; DUI; assaults; drug offenses; thefts; burglaries; fraud; a
fraternity hazing death; and homicide by vehicle, among other cases. _

A referral was made by the Lycoming County District Attorney, Ryan Gardner, to the
Office of Attorney General on 5/8/2020. On 5/27/2020, the affiant was assigned to this
case. On 6/1/2020, the affiant obtained copies of the files for this case from the Lycoming |
County District Attorney’s Office. The affiant also received a copy of the video of the incident.
The affiant reviewed this and learned the following.

Between 3/23/2018 and 3/30/2018, theWilliamsport Area High School Baseball Team
attended a tournament in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. At some point during thatweek, a
video was shot from inside one of the hotel rooms for the players. The affiant watched this
video and observed that the juvenile male victim #1was asleep on a couch when the juvenile

Page | of y Pages
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|Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident BCC 200221 Warrant Control BCC200221A
(issuing authority) Number: Number:
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

male suspect #1, a teammate, appeared to have put his penis in the face of the sleeping
victim.

On 5/18/2018, a Lycoming County Children and Youth Services employee, Corey
Burkholder, saw this video. He reported this to Matt Wood of CYS. Both Burkholder and
Wood are mandated reporters. Wood did a Child Line report, and he notified Willy Weber,
then Chief County Detective for Lycoming County who worked out of the Lycoming County
District Attorney’s Office. Weber notified the high school Principal, Brandon Pardoe.
Burkholder provided the video to CYS; this video was in the file at the DA’s Office.

Also observed in the DA’s file were notes. These notes were dated 5/30/18. These notes
were about a meeting with the juvenile male victim #1and his mother. These notes also
indicated that this victim was shown the video, and it was written: “(juvenile male suspect #1)

admitted he did it”,

The next thing in this DA’s file chronologically was a supplement report from the above CYS

office dated 7/18/18. Jeanne Reeder alleged that she heard allegations about team members;
specifically, she heard of juvenile male suspect(s) inserting fingers or trying to insert a TV
remote into juvenile male victims’ rectums. |

- The affiant next observed in chronological order in this DA’s file a copy of a news article
written byTodd Bartley of Fox Sports Williamsport titled, “Millionaire Baseball Mayhem in
Myrtle Beach.” This was dated 8/24/18, and it appeared to aim towards exposing this
incident. The next item found in this file was dated 8/27/18. It was an anonymous letter to
the District attorney expressing outrage over what was reported to have happened on this
trip. Also, in this file next was a phone message on 9/4/18 forWeber to call a woman. Part of
the message read: “Kids were asked and instructed in Myrtle Beach to delete any videos they
may have taken.”

PageA ot 1 Pages We
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AFFIDAVIT OF| Commonwealth of Pennsylvania |
: PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221A
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THEFOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

The next document in the DA’s file was a printed out email dated 9/28/18. It was from
Detective Tiffany Whitmire of the Myrtle Beach Police to William Weber. She asked Weber to
contact her concerning an investigation he assisted with about an assault in Myrtle Beach

involving theWilliamsport High School baseball team. She wrote: “We need the information
reference this investigation.” She asked for reports, interviews, data, etc.

On 10/3/18, biographical checks on students from this high school were printed out and
were present in this file. These checks were of the juvenile male victim #1; the juvenile
suspect #1; and the juvenile male who shot the video.

The next thing in this file was a Lycoming County District Attorney’s Office report completed
and filed byWeber on 10/8/18. Weber documented on this date that he received the initial
complaint from CYS in mid May of 2018. He referred to the complaint as a “youth had ‘tea
bagged’ another youth.” He also wrote: “I told C & Y that |would look into the matter due to
my familiarity of WAHS and the baseball program since myson played and| attended the
tournament for 3 years.” He wrote that he.contacted the principal, Brandon Pardoe, and

advised him of the complaint. He wrote: “I told Mr. Pardoe that | had no jurisdiction about
what happened in Myrtle Beach, butwould assist and make referrals if need be. | also told
him |was aware of the trip and what usually goes on during the annual trip.” Weber also
documented in his report the meeting with the juvenile male victim #1and his mother on
5/30/18. Weber wrote that this victim didn’t feel that the video was shared much, that
nobody said anything to him in school and he did not feel that the video was passed around.
Weber wrote: “...there was no referral to be made.” Weber ended his report with: “Clearly
this was a hazing/bullying issue that the school properly handled. This report was written
based on my limited note taking and mymemory from May 2018. | did not prepare a report at
the time.”

So far, at this point in the timeline based on what was in Weber’s file, he did no reports on
his investigation with theWilliamsport High School baseball team. He maintained a file, but he

AOPC 4108
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| Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
| PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number BCC200221 None. BCC200221A
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

never notified the Myrtle Beach Police Department, which was the law enforcement entity
with jurisdiction in this matter. Instead of notifying the MBPD in May of 2018, the MBPD had

to contact Weber on 9/28/2018. When they did, Weber completed his first report. In this
report, Weber did not document the sodomy allegations involving juvenile victim(s) that were
received by the Lycoming County CYS, and which Weber had a copy of the CYS supplemental
report. Weber wrote a letter to Detective Porter on 10/10/18. He wrote about Reeder’s
allegations, and then wrote: “I checked with the school district and from their investigation,
what she reported never occurred from their interviews.”

The affiant reviewed the police reports from the Myrtle Beach Police Department
concerning this investigation. The affiant confirmed that the MBPD first was notified about
the aforementioned allegations on 9/28/2018 from reporter Todd Bartley seeking a comment. _
The MBPD was never notified byWeber or Pardoe.

The affiant also observed the following in the Lycoming County District Attorney file. The
affiant saw a copy of notes with no date on it. The notes read in part: “School district was
aware in Myrtle Beach...Brandon told kids to get rid of images...(juvenile male suspect #2’s
name)-nephew-...(juvenile male victim #2’s name) had penis across face suck it up parents
said...(juvenile male victim #3’s name)-penetrated by (juvenile male suspect #1’s
name)...(juvenile male suspect #2’s name) holding him down...Coach Miller aware of
it....(juvenile male videographer’s name) was videotaping-(juvenile male suspect #1)was
ringleader.”

Also, while reviewing the MBPD file, the affiant observed the following. MBPD
Detective Porter wrote the following occurred on 9/28/2018 when he spoke with
Lycoming County Assistant District Attorney Jeff Yates:

“Mr. Yates informed me that he knows the Chief County Detective William Weber
and spoke to him after reading the.article. According to Mr. Yates, Detective Weber
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|Commonwealth of Pennsylvania _ AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221A
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

also had no knowledge of these allegations. As of this time there is no known victim to
speak to.”

On 6/23/2020, the affiant called and spoke with Jeff Yates. He confirmed that he
was an assistant District Attorney in the Lycoming County Office in 2018. He also said
he was in charge of juvenile cases. The affiant explained to him this investigation.
The affiant told him what Detective Porter of the Myrtle Beach Police Department
documented in his report in regards to Yates saying that he spoke toWeber after the
Bartley news article was first published. The affiant told Yates that Porter documented
that he said that Weber had no knowledge of the allegations in the article. The affiant
asked Yates if this was accurate, and Yates responded: “Yes.” Yates said that the
news article came out and he spoke to Weber, asking Weber: “Are you hearing
anything?” According to Yates, Weber responded: “No.” Yates also said Detective
Porter called after that. It should be noted that Todd Bartley’s first news article on this
case came out on 8/24/2018. Detective Porter spoke to Yates on 9/28/2018. Weber
was notified byCYS of the Child Line on 5/18/2018, andWeber started an
investigation after this, along with Brandon Pardoe, the high school principal.

On 6/24/2020, the affiant interviewed the juvenile male victim #1 and his mother.
He confirmed what was on the video and what happened to him. He also said that the
juvenile male suspect #1 sat on his head as well. This victim was angry about what
happened to him; he did not consent to it at all and he did not think itwas funny. This
victim indicated that he was called derogatory names when he was at school the
following week by people who had seen the video of what had happened to him. This
contradicted what Weber wrote in his “report” on 10/8/2018.

The affiant next addressed the meeting this victim had with the school officials
during the last week of May 2018. His mother was present for this meeting, as were
Pardoe and Weber. The victim told them what happened and who was involved. The |
victim gave them names, what happened to him, and they took notes. According to the
victim’s mother: “They promised me they would get back to me...they promised they

poeeD ot F roses Mf
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221A
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

would question people involved and they would get back to me.” As of today, none of
them has ever contacted the victim’s mother. The affiant asked the victim if, at any
point, did he tell the school officials above, including Weber, that what happened to him
in Myrtle Beach was a prank and hewas fine with it. The victim said, “No.” The
victim’s mother said: “No, not at all.” The victim’s mother’s calls were never returned.

On 7/1/2020, the affiant interviewed the juvenile male videographer. He confirmed
that he videotaped what happened to the juvenile male victim #1 on the video. This
juvenile male also said that, about a week or two before school had ended for that
year, he got called to the office. He said he was taken to a room in which Mr. Pardoe
and maybe others were. This juvenile male was asked about the trip, and he told them
what happened. When asked how this meeting ended, this juvenile male said hewas
told hewas suspended from the team for two games. Pardoe also indicated to the ©
juvenile male videographer that they had to show they dealt with a consequence. He
said the juvenile male suspect #1 was suspended for two games as well.

The juvenile male videographer’s mother said that Pardoe came to her house. He
told her: “Please don’t ever talk about what happened..| have this under control...”
When the affiant asked her if Pardoe said anything about law enforcement or police
being involved, she said he said: ‘It's not gonna go anywhere, so not toworry about
anything..you have nothing toworry about...|’m just was here to apologize for not
having him play the two games.” The affiant asked if Pardoe ever told the juvenile
male videographer that the Myrtle Beach Police were going to be notified. This
juvenile said: “No.” His mother said Pardoe said: “...not to worry about
anything...nobody’s getting involved...don’t worry about it... have this under control.”
This juvenile male also said that Weber never interviewed him.

On 8/11/2020, Todd Bartley voluntarily turned over copies of documents he
_ obtained from theWilliamsport Area School District through a Right to Know request.
The affiant reviewed them. On 5/30/2018, at 0900 hours, there was an email meeting
reminder. The subject was: “(Redacted) Mother and Agent Weber Meeting. Location:

AOPC 4108
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident _Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: _ BCC200221 Number: BCC20022TA
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

“Brandon’s Office”. Organizer: “Brandon Pardoe”. Also written was: “I scheduled with Will
Weber for this day. Please plan to attend. Thanks, BP”. On 5/30/2018, at 1404 hours, there
was an email sent from Rachel Joy (Paralegal for Attorney George Lepley) to Pardoe. The
affiant learned that Pardoe contacted Lepley about setting up a meeting. Lepley wanted to be
present. The meeting date was suggested to be on 5/31/2018. On 5/30/2018, at 2022 hours,
Pardoe sent an email to Timothy Bowers. It said: “Priority: high.” It also said: “We started
the investigation with regard to the video taken on the Myrtle Beach trip after speaking with
the parent and student today...| contacted the home of (redacted) who is the student that was
videotaped doing the act to the other student. | requested to meet with them with their son.
They appear to be getting an attorney to meet as well.” On 5/31/2018, at 0755 hours, an
email was sent from Joy to Pardoe. It said: “George asked me to find out if this is related to
the Myrtle Beach Trip...”

The affiant also observed a copy of a letter that was provided by theWilliamsport School
District. On 5/31/2018, a letter from Attorney Lepley was sent to Principal Pardoe and Athletic
Director Shawn McCann. It said: “Re: Misconduct Myrtle Beach”. It also said: “I have been.
contacted by (redacted), parents of (redacted). The rest of the large paragraph was redacted.
The last paragraph read: “It is my understanding you wish to have a meeting with (redacted)
and his parents. Please note |will be present at that meeting and therefore would kindly
appreciate notice of same.” The letter was signed by George Lepley.

The affiant then observed that, on 6/1/2018 at 0453 hours, an email from Pardoe was sent
to Bowers. It read: “Also, a meeting has been arranged with the (redacted) family for June 5,
2018 at 2PM and their attorney.” The email continued: “Fred will be attending. | plan to
contact family today to inform them that their son is (redacted) until the investigation is

complete. | am also going to follow up with the student, (redacted) (student who took video)
today and parent to inform them that he will be in the same status.” The email continued: “I
had a conversation with the mother of (long redaction). |know that Fred has spoken to
George regarding the matter. In addition, AgentWeber contacted me yesterday to let me
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AFFIDAVIT OFCommonwealth of Pennsylvania
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident. Warrant Control - |
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221A
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THEFOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

know that he as well has spoken to George Lepley about the incident. It is my understanding
that both of these conversations went well.”

The affiant is requesting a search warrant for the Williamsport Area School District Office
located at 2780 West Fourth Street, Williamsport, PA 17701. Specifically, the affiant is
searching for the unredacted letter, which shows the full text without any text being blacked
out, from George Lepley, Jr. Esquire, to Brandon Pardoe, Principal, and Shawn McCann,
Athletic Director, of the Williamsport Area High School. This letter was dated: “May 31,
2018.” This letter is titled: “Re: Misconduct Myrtle Beach.” Also, Todd Bartley was provided
a redacted copy of this letter, along with a letter from the School District with the
aforementioned address. _
The affiant has probable cause to believe that a criminal offense that was sexual in nature

may have occurred in Myrtle Beach, SC involving juvenile suspects and victims. The affiant
also has probable cause to believe that this incident came to the attention of the then Chief
County Detective William Weber of the Lycoming County DistrictAttorney’s Office and the
Principal of the Williamsport Area High School, Brandon Pardoe. The affiant is investigating
the alleged conspiracy between Weber and Pardoe to violate PA Title 18, Section 5101:
ObstructingAdministration of Law or Other Governmental Functions. This is evident byWeber
not completing any reports on the “investigation” until being requested to by the Myrtle
Beach Police, and byWeber not notifying the proper law enforcement authority with
jurisdiction, as well as Weber lying to an Assistant District Attorney about his knowledge of any
investigation. There is also evidence that Weber had ties to theWilliamsport High School
baseball team. Pardoe’s participation is evident by statements made by Pardoe to the juvenile
male videographer’s mother. There is also evidence that a relative of Pardoe’s may have
participated in the alleged assault. There is also evidence that Weber, Pardoe, and Attorney
George Lepley, who represented the juvenile male suspect #1, communicated with each other
and participated in this investigation early on. The affiant wishes to identify any further
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|Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221A
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF ISBASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

evidence that may be hidden in the heavily redacted version of the previously mentioned
letter.

Your affiant requests that this warrant be sealed to protect the identity of witnesses and to
secure the integrity of this active investigation. Disclosure of this information at this time -
would jeopardize ongoing law enforcement efforts to identify and obtain evidence and/or
solicit information from potential witnesses. This request for sealing has been approved by
Assistant Chief Deputy Attorney General Daniel J. Dye.

1, SA David Scicchitano, BEING DULY SWORN ACCORDING TO LAW, DEPOSE AND SAY THAT THE FACTS SET FORTH
IN THE AFFIDAVIT ARE TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION AND BELIEF.| certify
that this filing complies with the provisions of the Case Records Public Access Policy of the Unified Judicial System of Pennsylvania
that require filing confidential information and documents differently than non-confidential information and documents.

Mth devo —WetAartsV2?
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A COPY OF THIS FORM, WHEN COMPLETED, IS TO BE ATTACHED TO EACH COPY OF ARCH WARRANTS/AFFIDAVIT

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania RECEIPT / INVENTORY
OF SEIZED PROPERTY

COUNTY OF LYCOMING ‘
ae eet a rn LO OS oN
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing Authoriyy. MAD-S-3020 Number; BCC200221 Number: _BCC2002218

[ep ONeR EGRET: BSS a Le TIEN AON I TL SOLISSUFORE SCC So OY RRO
Date earch: Time of Search: Inventory Page Number:

10.2.0 042. tof1Pa
ee eee LE IL LESESSERARSNA a SE ae TON NTE nO EOSeRES SO NO FaeSO to

SA David Scicchitano PA Office of Attorney General

Affiant Agency orAddress if private affiant Badge No.
The following property was taken / seized and a copy of this Receipt/ Inventory with a copy of the Search
Warrant and affidavit(s) (if not sealed) was
2 personally served on (name ofperson)__L/? lleanm te he a
|_| was left at (describe the location)

paneer ASI ISS ISIESSEEE I RSE ror
Make, Model, “Serial No., Color, ete.item Quantity tem

aloy

| hone.“apo cellVvlar Phone !ESS aay O71) Fra possession off
Willian Weber.’ v
9/3/2020 71042. HA,FoesteAnact{e| GF SAL) [baneA | I Wiican Wweket Emaces

liwe do Poe state that this inventoryis to the best of my/ourknowledge and belief a true and correct listing of ail items seized, and that I/we
sign thi fing Subject to the penalties and provisions of Title 18 Pa.C.S. 4904(b)--Unsworn Falsification to Authorities.

Davie Scrceh: hae o Sf S ZS
Gx natuleofCeea Receiptéinventory Printed Name __ Affiliation Badge or Title

yeMLE WCE USAC, s4A- Ab:i ieCe M7 C’ Ludwt __« G2
“Signature ofWithessf7 “~—Printed Name Affiliation Badge-ofTitle

(IZLE Devic Se;bCe h. Pers 2 fe SEO
Signatur&of personmaking Search Printed Name Affiliation Badge or Title
AOPG 413B-96
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RETURN of SERVICE
AND INVENTORY

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(Issuing Authority): Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
Date PS rch: Time of Search: Property Seized as result of Search (Y/N):
q 313020 [04%2. re_§

Date of Return: Time of Return: Officer making Return:
Wes 20.2.0 ObLE SCE CC HELTAWO

Signature of Personen gee
CLE ALLE2S

Other Officers Participatirtg in Search:

PaR.Crim.P, Chapter 2, Part A. SEARCH WARRANTS
Rute 202. Approval ofSearch Warrant Applications by Attorney for the Comntonwealtit — Local Option.
(a) The District Attorney ofany countymay require that search warrant applications filed in thecounty have the approval of an attorney for the

Commonwealth prior to fling.

Rule 204. Person Te Serve Warrant,
A search warrant shall be served bya lawenforcement officer,

Rule 205, Contents ofSearch Warrant,
Each search warrant shall be signed by theissuing authority and shall:
{a) specify thedate and time of issuance:
(6) identify specifically the property to be seized;
(c) name or describe with particularity the person or place to besearched;
(d} direct that thesearch be executed within aspecified period of time, not to exceed 2 days from the time of issuance:
(e) direct that the warrant beserved in thedaytime unless otherwise authorized on the warrant, PROVIDED THAT, for purposes ofthe Rules of Chapter

2, Part A., the term "daytime" shall beused to mean the hours of 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
(f) designate by title thejudicial officer towhom thewarrant shalt be returned:
(g) certify that the issuing authority has found probable cause based upon the facts sworn to or affirmed before the issuing authority by writen

affidavit(s} attached to the warrant; and
{h) when applicable, certify on the face of thewarrant that for good cause shown the affidavit(s) is seated pursuant to Rule 211 and state the length of

time the affidavit(s) will be sealed,

Rule 206, Contents ofApplication for Search Warrant,
_ Each application for asearch warrantshallbe supported by written affidavit(s)signedand sworn to or affirmed before an issuing authority, which

affidavit(s) shall:
(a) state the name and department, agency, or address ofthe affiant:
(b) identify specifically the items or property tobe searched for and seized:
(¢} name or describe with particularity the person or place to be searched:
(d) identify the owner, eccupant, or possessor ofthe place to be searched;
(e) specify or describe the crime which has been or is being committed;
(f) se forth specifically the facts and circumstances which form the basis for the affiant’s conclusion that there is probable cause to believe that the items

or property identified are evidence or the fruit ofa crime, or are contraband, or are otherwise unlawfully possessed or subject to seizure, and that these
items or property are located on the particular person or atthe particular place described:

(g) ifa “nighttime” search is requested (.c., 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.), state additional reasonable cause for seeking permission to search in the nighttime; and
(h) when theattorney for theCommonwealth is requesting that the affidavit(s) be sealed pursuant to Rule 211, state the facts and circumstances which are

alleged to establish good cause for the sealing ofthe affidavit(s).

Rute 208. Copy ofWarrant; Receiptfor Seized Property.
(a) A law enforcement officer, upon taking property pursuant to asearch warrant, shall leave with the person from whom or from whose premises the

property was taken acopy ofthe warrant and affidavit(s) in support thereof, and a receipt for theproperty seized. A copyof thewarrant and
affidavit(s) must be left whether or nat any property is seized.

(6) Ifno one is present on the premises when thewarrant is executed, the officer shall leave the documents specified in paragraph (a) ataconspicuous
location in thesaid premises. A copyof the warrant and affidavit(s) must be feft whether or not any property is seized.

{c) Notwithstanding the requirements in paragraphs (a) and (b), the officer shall not leave a copyof an affidavit that has been’sealed pursuant to Rule
241.

Rule 209, Return with Inventory.
(a) An inventory of items seized shall bemade bythelaw enforcement officer serving @search warrant. The inventory shall be made in thepresence of

the person from whose possession or premises theproperty was taken, when feasible, or otherwise in the presence ofat least one witness. The officer
shall sign astatement on the inventory that it is a true and correct listing of all items seized, and that thesigner is subject to the penalties and
provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. Section 4904(b) - Unsworn Falsification toAuthorities. The inventory shall be retummed to and filed with the issuing
authority.

(b) The judicial officer to whom the return was made shall upon request cause a copy ofthe inventory to be delivered to the applicant for the warrant and
to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken.

(c} When thesearch warrant affidavit(s) is sealed pursuant to Rule 211, the return shall be made to the justice or judge who issued thewarrant.

THE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER SHALL MAKE ALL RETURNS TO THE ISSUING AUTHORITY
DESIGNATED ON THE SEARCH WARRANT.

AOPC 4134-05
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Z.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania , MD-S-d020 “APPLICATION FOR
| iz SEARCH WARRANT

COUNTY OF LYCOMING neewe AND AUTHORIZATION

Docket Number - Police Incident © ~~~ Warrant Control
(Issuing Authority): Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B

SA David Scicchitano PA Office of Attorney General (814)863-6580
AFFIANT NAME AGENCY ‘ PH NE NUMBER ,

Roe ee ue
IDENTIFY ITEMS TO BE SEARCHED FOR AND SEIZED (Be as specific as possible):
A cellular phone/handset belonging to Lycoming County, assigned to the Lycoming County District Attorney's Office and
assigned to County Detective William Weber, with the phone number: (570)279-0711; the passcode to unlock said device.
A forensic analysis of this cellular phone/handset to forensically examine all content onthe device andany internal or
expanded memory associated with said device; to include a search for all communications in regards to theWilliamsport High
School Baseball Team and theirir Myrtle Beach trip, starting from 3/23/2018 until 9/3/2020;; Specifically, all (continued)

SPECIFIC‘DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES ANDIOR PERSON TO BESEARCHED iSieet aandNo., aot No., Vehicle, Safe Bones Box, etc.jr

Lycoming County District Attorney's Office Lycoming County IT or IS Services
Lycoming County Courthouse. 33West Third Street, Sixth Floor
48 West Third Street . Wiliamsport, PA 17701
Williamsport, PA 17701 (570)327-2456

NAME OF OWNER, OCCUPANT cn pOsaneeon OF SAID PEeMcES TO BE SEARCHERSifproper name is unknown, give aliasandor description):
Lycoming County LycomingCounty District Attorney Office; Lycoming County IT ©or IS Services.
SOLATION"OF (Desenbe conduct or soccity statute)
Title 18, Section 5101: Obstructing Administration of Law orOther Governmental
Function.
X] WarrantApplication Approved byDistrict Attorney—DA File No.Co \rosy PMA OCCZOT *

(if DA approval required perPa.R.Crim.P. 202(A).with assignedFile No. per Pa.R.Crim.P. 507)

OoAdditional Pages Attached (Other than Affidavit ofProbable Cause)
OoProbable Cause Affidavit(s) MUST be attached (unless sealed below) Total number ofpages:_____

~. 8-9/3/2020

ee TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES IS SUM OF ALL APPLICATION, PROBABLE CAUSE AND CONTINUATION PAGES EVEN IF ANY OF THE PAGES ARE SEALED:
The below named Affiant, being duly sworn (or affirmed) before the Issuing Authority according to law, deposes and says that there is probable cause to believe that certain
property is evidence of or the fruit of a crime or is contraband or is unlawfully possessed or is otherwise subject to seizure, and is located at the particular premises or in the
possession of the particular person as described above. | certify that this filing complies with the provisions of the Case Records Public Access Policy of the Unified Judicial

LL lvania hat require filing confidential information and documents differently than non-confidential information and documents

PA Office of Attorney General 595
Signatire of Affi ant Agency or Address if private Affiant Badge Number

i Minhto and subscribe Jbefore me this _;7! day of VAM. |

tia MeiWs In|Ast indliampa,|a [TOE
Signature ofLing io Authiprity Office Address

WHEREAS, facts have been sworn to or affirmed before me by Wwwritten aff davit(s) attached hereto from which | have f
TO LAW ENFORCEMENT probable cause, | do authorize you to search the premises or person described, and to seize, secure, inventory and m
OFFICER: return according to the Pennsylvania Rules ofCriminal Procedure.
This Warrant shall be served as soon as practicable and shall be served only between the hours of 6AM to 10PM but inno event later than:*

(J This Warrant shall be served as soon Te practicable and may be served any time during the day or night but in no event later than: ™*

1040 KM, o'clock G tw BUY
C] This Warrant shall be returned to judicial‘officer
* The issuing authority should specify a date not later than two (2) days after issuance. Pa.R.Crim.P. 205(4).
**If the issuing authority finds reasonable cause for issuing a nighttime warrant on the basis of additional reasonable cause set forth in the accompanying affidavit(s)
and wishes to issue a nighttime warrant, then this block shall bechecked, Pa.R.Crim.P. 206(7).

Sepicwler. NR at 0! (0 eu, o'clock.

/ / uf /W2eE (SEAL)
‘Mag-DIst or Judicial Dist. No. Date Commission Expires: |t

TO
BE

CO
M
PL
ET
ED

BY
TH
E

IS
SU
IN
G

AU
TH
O
RI
TY

Titleof Issuing aut L_] Magisterial District Judgem Common PleasVudge [J
vit(s) the Search Warrant Affidavit(s) are sealed for,‘01x vy 3D by mycertification and signatur¢

(Date) (SEAL)
Signature of Issuing Authority (Judge ofthe Court of Common Pleas or Appellate Court Justice or Judge)

AOPC 410A é
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APPLICATION FOR
SEARCH WARRANT
CONTINUATION PAGES
Warrant Control

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
mbe

(Issuing Authority): Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
Continuation of: |
X Items to be searched and Description of premises/person(s) Owner/ Occupant Violations
seized to be searched .

communications with Brandon Pardoe and any other employee ofthe Williamsport School District, and
George Lepley or anyone affiliated with George Lepley, or communications with anyone else. These
communications shall include all memory/data storage in regard to text messaging, SMS, MMS, emails,
phone call logs, voice mails, photos, and videos, and the cloud storage application. A search of any desktop
and laptop computer owned by Lycoming County and assigned to the Lycoming County District Attorney's
Office and assigned to County DetectiveWilliam Weber for all emails that reference the Williamsport High
School Baseball Team and their Myrtle Beach trip, starting from 3/23/2018 until 9/3/2020; specifically, all
communications with Brandon Pardoe and any other employee of the Williamsport School District, and
George Lepley or anyone affiliated with George Lepley, or communications with anyone else. William
Weber's work email address is: wweber@lyco.org. The search is to be conducted for evidence, direct and
corroborative, of the criminal offense identified in the affidavit of probable cause to this warrant application,
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

Page “£ of A Pages
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania ‘ AFFIDAVIT OF
| | Barrae PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THEFOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

David Scicchitano, hereafter referred to as your Affiant, is a Special Agent with the
Pennsylvania Office of Attorney General. The affiant was hired in July of 2019, and is currently
assigned to the Bureau of Criminal Investigation. Prior to this, the affiant attended The
Pennsylvania State University and graduated in 1987 with a Bachelor of Science degree in

Administration of Justice. From 1987 through 1994, the affiant served as a Police Officer with
the Penn State University Police. From 1994 through 2019, the affiant served as a Police
Officer then Detective with the State College Borough Police. The affiant has over 32 years of
experience in conducting criminal investigations. The affiant has training in the following:
DUI, both practitioner and instructor; ARIDE; homicide investigation; internet and cell phone
investigation; search and seizure; and accident reconstruction, among other training. The
affiant served as the juvenile Detective and as a general investigation Detective while with the

- State College Police. The affiant is currently serving as a criminal investigator with thePA
Office of Attorney General. The affiant has experience in criminal investigations involving the
following: death investigations; DUI; assaults; drug offenses; thefts; burglaries; fraud; a
fraternity hazing death; and homicide by vehicle, among other cases.

A referral was made by the Lycoming County District Attorney, Ryan Gardner, to the
Office of Attorney General on 5/8/2020. On 5/27/2020, the affiant was assigned to this
case. On 6/1/2020, the affiant obtained copies of the files for this case from the Lycoming
County District Attorney's Office. The affiant also received a copy of the video of the incident.
The affiant reviewed this and learned the following.

Between 3/23/2018 and 3/30/2018, theWilliamsport Area High School Baseball Team
attended a tournament in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. At some point during that week, a
video was shot from inside one of the hotel rooms for the players. The affiant watched this
video and observed that the juvenile male victim #1was asleep on a couch when the juvenile

Page / of 10 Pages
AOPC 410B Doys
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
| PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING , |
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

male suspect #1, a teammate, appeared to have put his penis in the face of the sleeping
victim.

On 5/18/2018, a Lycoming County Children and Youth Services employee, Corey
Burkholder, saw this video. He reported this to Matt Wood of CYS. Both Burkholder and
Wood are mandated reporters. Wood did a Child Line report, and he notified Willy Weber,
then Chief County Detective for Lycoming County who worked out of the Lycoming County
District Attorney’s Office. Weber notified the high school Principal, Brandon Pardoe.
Burkholder provided the video to CYS; this video was in the file at the DA’s Office.

Also observed in the DA’s file were notes. These notes were dated 5/30/18. These notes
were about a meeting with the juvenile male victim #1and his mother. These notes also
indicated that this victim was shown the video, and it was written: “(juvenile male suspect #1)
admitted he did it”.

The next thing in this DA’s file chronologically was a supplement report from the above CYS

office dated 7/18/18. Jeanne Reeder alleged that she heard allegations about team members;

specifically, she heard of juvenile male suspect(s) inserting fingers or trying to insert a TV
remote into juvenile male victims’ rectums. |

The affiant next observed in chronological order in this DA’s file a copy of a news article
written by Todd Bartley of Fox Sports Williamsport titled, “Millionaire Baseball Mayhem in
Myrtle Beach.” This was dated 8/24/18, and it appeared to aim towards exposing this
incident. The next item found in this file was dated 8/27/18. It was an anonymous letter to
the District attorney expressing outrage over what was reported to have happened on this
trip. Also, in this file next was a phone message on 9/4/18 forWeber to call a woman. Part of
the message read: “Kids were asked and instructed in Myrtle Beach to delete any videos they

may have taken.”

Page 2 of iO Pages
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Commonwealth ofPennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

The next document in the DA’s file was a printed out email dated 9/28/18. It was from
Detective Tiffany Whitmire of the Myrtle Beach Police to William Weber. She asked Weber to
contact her concerning an investigation he assisted with about an assault in Myrtle Beach
involving theWilliamsport High School baseball team. She wrote: “We need the information
reference this investigation.” She asked for reports, interviews, data, etc.

On 10/3/18, biographical checks on students from this high school were printed out and
were present in this file. These checks were of the juvenile male victim #1; the juvenile
suspect #1; and the juvenile male who shot the video.

The next thing in this file was a Lycoming County District Attorney’s Office report completed
and filed byWeber on 10/8/18. Weber documented on this date that he received the initial
complaint from CYS in mid May of 2018. He referred to the complaint as a “youth had ‘tea
bagged’ another youth.” He also wrote: “I told C & Y that |would look into the matter due to
my familiarity of WAHS and the baseball program since myson played and |attended the
tournament for 3 years.” He wrote that he contacted the principal, Brandon Pardoe, and
advised him of the complaint. He wrote: “I told Mr. Pardoe that |had no jurisdiction about
what happened in Myrtle Beach, but would assist and make referrals if need be. | also told
him |was aware of the trip and what usually goes on during the annual trip.” Weber also
documented in his report the meeting with the juvenile male victim #1and his mother on
5/30/18. Weber wrote that this victim didn’t feel that the video was shared much, that
nobody said anything to him in school and he did not feel that the video was passed around.
Weber wrote: “...there was no referral to be made.” Weber ended his report with: “Clearly
this was a hazing/bullying issue that the school properly handled. This report was written
based on my limited note taking and mymemory from May 2018. | did not prepare a report at
the time.”

So far, at this point in the timeline based on what was in Weber’s file, he did no reports on
his investigation with theWilliamsport High School baseball team. He maintained a file, but he

Page5 of [0 Pages
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
| PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(ssuing authority Number BCC200221 Nonber BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

never notified the Myrtle Beach Police Department, which was the law enforcement entity
with jurisdiction in this matter. Instead of notifying theMBPD in May of 2018, theMBPD had

to contact Weber on 9/28/2018. When they did, Weber completed his first report. In this
report, Weber did not document the sodomy allegations involving juvenile victim(s) that were
received bythe Lycoming County CYS, and which Weber had a copy of the CYS supplemental
report. Weber wrotea letter to Detective Porter on 10/10/18. He wrote about Reeder’s
allegations, and then wrote: “I checked with the school district and from their investigation,
what she reported never occurred from their interviews.”

The affiant reviewed the police reports from the Myrtle Beach Police Department
concerning this investigation. The affiant confirmed that the MBPD first was notified about
the aforementioned allegations on 9/28/2018 from reporter Todd Bartley seeking a comment.
The MBPD was never notified byWeber or Pardoe.

The affiant also observed the following in the Lycoming County District Attorney file. The
affiant saw a copy of notes with no date on it. The notes read in part: “School district was
aware inMyrtle Beach...Brandon told kids to get rid of images...(juvenile male suspect #2’s
-name)-nephew-...(juvenile male victim #2’s name) had penis across face suck it up parents
said...(juvenilemale victim #3’s name)-penetrated by (juvenile male suspect #1’s
name)...(juvenile male suspect #2’s name) holding him down...Coach Miller aware of
it....(juvenile male videographer’s name) was videotaping-(juvenile male suspect #1) was

ringleader.” |

Also, while reviewing the MBPD file, the affiant observed the following. MBPD
Detective Porter wrote the following occurred on 9/28/2018 when he spoke with
Lycoming County Assistant District Attorney Jeff Yates:

“Mr. Yates informed me that he knows the Chief County Detective William Weber
and spoke to him after reading the article. According to Mr. Yates, Detective Weber

Page Y of I0 Pages OE
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AFFIDAVIT OFCommonwealth of Pennsylvania PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: ~BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THEFOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMS TANCES:

also had no knowledge of these allegations. As of this time there is no known victim to
speak to.” oe
_ On 6/23/2020, the affiant called and spoke with Jeff Yates. He confirmed that he
was an assistant District Attorney intheLycoming County Office in 2018. He also said
he was in charge of juvenile cases. The affiant explained to him this investigation.
The affiant told him what Detective Porter of the Myrtle Beach Police Department
documented in his report in regards to Yates saying that he spoke toWeber after the
Bartley news article was first published. The affiant told Yates that Porter documented
that he said that Weber had no knowledge of the allegations in the article. The affiant
asked Yates if this was accurate, and Yates responded: “Yes.” Yates said that the
news article came out and he spoke toWeber, asking Weber: “Are you hearing
anything?” According to Yates, Weber responded: “No.” Yates also said Detective
Porter called after that. It should be noted that Todd Bartley’s first news article on this
case came out on 8/24/2018. Detective Porter spoke to Yates on 9/28/2018. Weber
was notified by CYS of the Child Line on 5/18/2018, and Weber started an
investigation after this, along with Brandon Pardoe, the high school principal.

On 6/24/2020, the affiant interviewed the juvenile male victim #1 and his mother.
He confirmed what was on the video and what happened to him. He also said that the
juvenile male suspect #1 sat on his head as well. This victim was angry about what
happened to him; he did not consent to it at all and he did not think itwas funny. This
victim indicated that hewas called derogatory names when he was at school the
following week by people who had seen the video of what had happened to him. This
contradicted what Weber wrote in his “report” on 10/8/2018.

The affiant next addressed the meeting this victim had with the school officials
during the last week of May 2018. His mother was present for this meeting, as were
Pardoe and Weber. The victim told them what happened and who was involved. The
victim gave them names, what happened to him, and they took notes. According to the
victim’s mother: “They promised me they would get back to me...they promised they

Page S ot [0 Pages bbe
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AFFIDAVIT OFCommonwealth of Pennsylvania |
: PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

would question people involved and they would get back to me.” As of today, none of
them has ever contacted the victim’s mother. The affiant asked the victim if, at any
point, did he tell the school officials above, including Weber, that what happened to him»
in Myrtle Beach was a prank and he was fine with it. The victim said, “No.” The

_ victim’s mother said: “No, not at all.” The victim’s mother’s calls were never returned.

On 7/1/2020, the affiant interviewed the juvenile male videographer. He confirmed
that he videotaped what happened to the juvenile male victim #1 on the video. This
juvenile male also said that, about a week or two before school had ended for that
year, he got called to the office. He said he was taken to a room in which Mr. Pardoe
and maybe others were. This juvenile male was asked about the trip, and he told them
what happened. When asked how this meeting ended, this juvenile male said he was
told he was suspended from the team for two games. Pardoe also indicated to the
juvenile male videographer that they had to show they dealt with a consequence. He
said the juvenile male suspect #1 was suspended for two games as well.

The juvenile male videographer’s mother said that Pardoe came to her house. He
told her: “Please don’t ever talk about what happened..| have this under control...”
When the affiant asked her if Pardoe said anything about law enforcement or police
being involved, she said he said: “It's not gonna go anywhere, so not toworry about
anything..you have nothing toworry about...I’m just was here to apologize for not
having him play the two games.” The affiant asked if Pardoe ever told the juvenile
male videographer that the Myrtle Beach Police were going to be notified. This.
juvenile said: “No.” His mother said Pardoe said: “...not to worry about
anything...nobody’s getting involved...don’t worry about it...| have this under control.”
This juvenile male also said that Weber never interviewed him.

On 8/11/2020, Todd Bartley voluntarily turned over copies of documents he
obtained from the Williamsport Area School District through a Right to Know request.
The affiant reviewed them. On 5/30/2018, at 0900 hours, there was an email meeting
reminder. The subject was: “(Redacted) Mother and Agent Weber Meeting. Location:

Page b of /0 Pagesgp)
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Commonwealth ofPennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
, PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING .
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

“Brandon’s Office”. Organizer: “Brandon Pardoe”. Also written was: “I scheduled with Will

Weber for this day. Please plan to attend. Thanks, BP”. On 5/30/2018, at 1404 hours, there
was an email sent from Rachel Joy (Paralegal for Attorney George Lepley) to Pardoe. The
affiant learned that Pardoe contacted Lepley about setting up a meeting. Lepley wanted to be
present. The meeting date was suggested to be on 5/31/2018. On 5/30/2018, at 2022 hours,
- Pardoe sent an email to Timothy Bowers. It said: “Priority: high.” It also said: “We started
the investigation with regard to the video taken on theMyrtle Beach trip after speaking with
the parent and student today...| contacted the home of (redacted) who is the student that was
videotaped doing the act to the other student. | requested to meet with them with their son.
They appear to be getting an attorney to meet as well.” On 5/31/2018, at 0755 hours, an
email was sent from Joy to Pardoe. It said: “George asked meto find out if this is related to
the Myrtle Beach Trip...”

The affiant also observed a copy of a letter that was provided by the Williamsport School
District. On 5/31/2018, a letter from Attorney Lepley was sent to Principal Pardoe and Athletic
Director Shawn McCann. It said: “Re: Misconduct Myrtle Beach”. It also said: “I have been
contacted by (redacted), parents of (redacted). The rest of the large paragraph was redacted.

The last paragraph read: “It is my understanding you wish to have a meeting with (redacted)
~and his parents. Please note| will be present at that meeting and therefore would kindly
appreciate notice of same.” The letterwas signed byGeorge Lepley.

The affiant then observed that, on 6/1/2018 at 0453 hours, an email from Pardoe was sent
to Bowers. It read: “Also, a meeting has been arranged with the (redacted) family for June 5,
2018 at 2PM and theirattorney.” The email continued: “Fred will be attending. | plan to
contact family today to inform them that their son is (redacted) until the investigation is

complete. | amalso going to follow up with the student, (redacted) (student who took video)
today and parent to inform them that he will be in the same status.” The email continued: “1

had a conversation with the mother of (long redaction). | know that Fred has spoken to
George regarding the matter. In addition, Agent Weber contacted meyesterday to let me

Page 7 of [0 ees ap
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

know that he as well has spoken to George Lepley about the incident. Itismy understanding
that both of these conversations went well.”

The affiant is requesting a search warrant for the Lycoming County District Attorney’s
Office, the Lycoming County Courthouse, 48 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Specifically, the affiant is searching for: a cellular phone/handset belonging to Lycoming
County, assigned to the Lycoming County District Attorney's Office and assigned to
County Detective William Weber, with the phone number: (570)279-0711. The affiant
is also requesting the passcode to unlock said device. The affiant is also requesting to
search by having a forensic analysis of this cellular pbhone/handset done to forensically
examine all content on the device and any internal or expanded memory associated
with said device, to include a search for all communicationsin regards to the |
Williamsport High School Baseball Team and their Myrtle Beach trip, starting from
3/23/2018 until 9/3/2020; specifically, all communications with Brandon Pardoe and
any other employee of the Williamsport School District, and George Lepley or anyone
affiliated with George Lepley, or communications with anyone else. These

communications shall include all memory/data storage in regard to text messaging, SMS,
MMS, emails, phone call logs, voice mails, photos, and videos, and the cloud storage
application. The affiant would also request to search any desktop and laptop computer owned
by Lycoming County and assigned to the Lycoming County District Attorney's Office and
assigned to County Detective William Weber for all emails that reference theWilliamsport
High School Baseball Team and their Myrtle Beach trip, starting from 3/23/2018 until

9/3/2020; specifically, all communications with Brandon Pardoe and any other employee of
the Williamsport School District, and George Lepley or anyone affiliated with George Lepley, or
communications with anyone else. William Weber's work email address is:
wweber@lyco.org. On 6/23/2020, Lycoming County District Attorney Ryan Gardner advised
the affiant that Weber still had the same cellular phone device as he had for work in 2018, and
Gardner provided Weber’s phone number. District Attorney Gardner also advised the affiant
that the emails requested in this Search may be obtained from: The Lycoming County IT or IS

AOPC 410B | Page X of /0 Pages yp
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
~PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number . Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

Services; 33 West Third Street, Sixth Floor; Williamsport, PA 17701. The affiant is requesting
to search that location as well for the emails previously mentioned.

The affiant has probable cause to believe that a criminal offense that was sexual in nature
may have occurred in Myrtle Beach, SC involving juvenile suspects and victims. The affiant
also has probable cause to believe that this incident came to the attention of the then Chief
County Detective William Weber of the Lycoming County District Attorney’s Office and the
Principal of the Williamsport Area High School, Brandon Pardoe. The affiant is investigating
the alleged conspiracy between Weber and Pardoe to violate PA Title 18, Section 5101:
Obstructing Administration of Law or Other Governmental Functions. This is evident byWeber
not completing any reports on the “investigation” until being requested to by theMyrtle
Beach Police, and byWeber not notifying the proper law enforcement authority with
jurisdiction, as well as Weber lying to an Assistant District Attorney about his knowledge of any
investigation. There is also evidence that Weber had ties to the Williamsport High School
baseball team. Pardoe’s participation is evident by statements made by Pardoe to the juvenile
male videographer’s mother. There is also evidence that a relative of Pardoe’s may have
participated in the alleged assault. There is also evidence that Weber, Pardoe, and Attorney
George Lepley, who represented the juvenile male suspect #1, communicated with each other
and participated in this investigation early on.

From training and experience, the affiant is aware that people communicate often through
the items mentioned to be seized. The affiant has already observed evidence that there was
communications about this investigation involving Weber’s, Pardoe’s, and Lepley’s names.
The affiant wishes to identifyany further evidence that may be hidden in the aforementioned
locations.

Your affiant requests that these warrants be sealed to protect the identity of witnesses and
_to secure the integrity of this active investigation. Disclosure of this information at this time
would jeopardize ongoing law enforcement efforts to identify and obtain evidence and/or

nope aioe . Page F ot 10 Pages OlJ
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AFFIDAVIT OFCommonwealth of Pennsylvania
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident . Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 . Number: BCC200221B
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THEFOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

solicit information from potential witnesses. This request for sealing has been approved by

Assistant Chief Deputy attorney General Daniel J. Dye.

|, SA David Scicchitano, BEING DULY SWORN ACCORDING TO LAW, DEPOSE AND SAY THAT THE FACTS SET FORTH
IN THE AFFIDAVIT ARE TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION AND BELIEF.| certify
that this filing complies with the provisions of the Case Records Public Access Policy of the Unified Judicial System of Pennsylvania
that require filing confidential information and documents differently than non-confidential information and documents.

oelroao MiMi kOrito 122,
Affiant Signature Date Issuing Authority / Date

Page /o of Ag Pages
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DICT:
A COPY OF THIS FORM, WHEN COMPLETED, IS TO BE ATTACHED TO EACH COPY OF THE SEARBH W. RANTSIAPFIC

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania RECEIPT / INVENTORY
OF SEIZED PROPERTY

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
ocKet Number q :

| (Issuing Authority): rmid-5-304 BCC200221 Number: BCC200221C—
Date pfSearch: Time of Search: Inventory Page Number:02.( [/O0 __ of _{ Pages

SA David Scicchitano | PA Office ofAttorney General | 595

Affiant Agency or Address if private affiant Badge No.
The following property was taken / seized and a copy of this Receipt/ Inventory with a copy of the Search
Warrant and affidavit(s) (if not sealed) was
{X] personally served on (name of person) QE LEA &OWES[|was left at (describe the location)

iption
oS

FECES[ KECOENLZos WANS bASe6ALe  feme  ryerce
BEAtit THE.

X | RED. i Vhone.Cellola® Bronte,
belonaa ing te he. Blanton faccdkece

(S70)Pi JY-ASGA  Facsecod)e SEIO

\/we do hereby state that this inventory |is to the best of my/our knowledge and belief a true and correct listing of all items seized, and that I/we
LE, Invento {to the penalties and provisions of Title 18 Pa.C.S. 4904(b)--Unsworn Falsification to Authorities.

7 Igo Dreicl Jeteahs thao SA SIS
Signature éfpérson Issuing Receipt / inventory Printed Name Affilfation Badge or Title

yictAobtr lla Fitw 4b uryo
Signature of Witness, _ Printed Name Affiliation Badge or Title

a laidSeicch taro ___Sh SIS
ighatute’ofperson making Search Printed Name Affiliation Badge or Title
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RETURN of SERVICE
AND INVENTORY

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number ~ Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing Authority): Number: BCC200221 Number, BCC200221C
"aD Seach: Time of Search: Property Seized as result of Search (Y/N):

124) 202-0 [loo v
Date o mn: Time of Return: Officer making Return:

loled i) 135 _ SA David Scicchitano

sf nature of Person Seizing Property:

PaR.Crinur.“Chapter 2, Part A.SEARCH WARRANTS
Rute 202. Approval ofSearch Warrant Applications byAttorney for the Conunonweatth—Local Option.

(a) The District Attorney of any county may require that search warrant applications filed in the county have the approval of an attorney for the
Commonwealth prior to filing.

Rule 204, Person To Serve Warrant.
A search warrant shall be served by a law enforcement officer.

| Rule 205. Contents ofSearch Warrant.
Each search warrant shall besigned by the issuing authority and shall:
(1) specify thedate and time ofissuance;
(2) identify specifically the property to be seized;
(3) name or describe with particularity the person or place to besearched;
(4} direct that the search be executed either; (a) within a specified period oftime, not to exceed 2 days from the time ofissuance, or; (b) when the warrant

is issued for aprospective event, only afier the specified event has occurred.
(5} direct that the warrant beservedin the daytime unless otherwise authorized onthe warrant,,PROVIDED THAT, for purposes of the Rules of Chapter

2,Part A., the term "daytime shall be used to mean the hours of6 am. to 10 p.m;
(6} designate‘by title the judicial officer to whom the warrant shalt be returned;
(7) certify that theissuing authority has found probable cause based upon the facts sworn to or affirmed before theissuing authority by written

affidavit(s) attached tothe warrant; and
(8} when applicable, certify onthe face ofthe warrant that for good cause shown the affidavit(s) is sealed pursuant to Rufe 211 and state the length of

time theaffidavit(s) will be seated,

Rule 206, Contents ofApplicationfor Search Warrant.
Each application for asearch warrant shall be supported by written affidavit(s) signed and sworn to or affirmed before an issuing authority, which
affadavit(s) shall:
({} state the name and department, agency, or address of the affiant;
(2) identify specifically the items or property tobesearched for and seized;
(3) name or describe with particularity the person or place tobe searched;
(4) identify the owner, occupant, or possessor of the place to be searched;
(5) specify or describe thecrime which has been or is being committed;
(6) set forth specifically the facts and circumstances which form the basis for the affiant’s conclusion that there is probable cause tobelieve that the items

or property identified are evidence or the fruit of acrime, or are contraband, or are or are expected to be otherwise unlawfully possessed or subject to
seizure, and that these items or property are or are expected to be located on theparticular person or at the particular place described;

(7) iff “nighttime” search is requested (i.e., 10 p.m. to 6a.m.), state additional reasonable cause for seeking permission to search in the nighttime; and
(8} when the attorney for the Commonwealth is requesting that the affidavit(s) be sealed pursuant to Rule 211, state the facts and circumstances which are

alleged to establish good cause for the sealing ofthe afftdavit(s).

Rule 208. Copy af Warrant; Receiptfor Seized Property.
(a} A law enforcement officer, upon taking properly pursuant to asearch warrant, shall leave with the person from whom or from whose premises the

property was taken acopy of the warrant and affidavit(s) in support thereof, and a receipt for theproperty seized. A copy ofthe warrant and
affidavit(s) must be left whether or not any property is seized.

(b)  Ifno one is present onthe premises when the warrant is executed, the officer shall leave the documents specified inparagraph (a) ataconspicuous
location in the said premises. A copy ofthe warrant andaffidavit(s) must be left whether or not any property is seized.

(c) Notwithstanding the requirements inparagraphs (a) and (b), the officer shal! not leave acopy ofan affidavit that has been sealed pursuant to Rule
211.

Rule 209, Return with Inventory.
{a) An inventory of items seized shall be made by the law enforcement officer serving asearch warrant. The inventory shall be made in thepresence of

the person from whose possession or prentises the property was taken, when feasible, or otherwise in the presence ofatleast one witness. The officer
shall sign astatement on the inventory that it is a true and correct listing ofall iterns seized, and that thesigner is subject to thepenalties and
provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. Section 4904{b}- Unsworn Falsification to Authorities. The inventory shall be returned toand filed with theissuing
authority.

(b) The judicial officer to whom the return was made shall upon request cause acopy of the inventory to be delivered to the applicant for the warrant and
to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken,

{c) When thesearch warrant affidavit(s) is sealed pursuant to Rule 211, the return shall be made to thejustice or judge who issued the warrant.

Feet eterea a ED RE Zi SS ES SORE aa FEN BRPee raey era R etNaeAR

THE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER SHALL MAKE ALL RETURNS TO THE ISSUING AUTHORITY
DESIGNATED ON THE SEARCH WARRANT.

AOPC 4134-06
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APPLICATION FOR
SEARCH WARRANT
AND AUTHORIZATION

|Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

|COUNTY OF LYCOMINGcoe EEOERE

“Docket Number *— Police Incident Warrant Control
(Issuing Authority); ¥YD“S-QGQR@2 Number: BCC200221 ~ Number: BCC200221C

SA David Scicchitano PA Office of Attorney General (814)863-6580 | G 2 Y[2020
amanveers AGENCY —. PHONE NUMBER "DATE OF APPLICATION

All records and files pertaining to the investigation by theWilliamsport Area High School and theWilliamsport Area School
District of theWilliamsport Area High School Baseball Team and their Myrtle Beach, SC trip, starting from3/23/2018 until
9/24/2020; specifically, a search for allwritten reports, notes, emails, memos, interviews (both audio andvideo), written
statements, letters, audio andvideo evidence, all text messages, all written messages, all social media posts, and all other
documentation from thiss investigation. A cellular phone/handset belonging to theWilliamsport Area School (continuéd)

PECIFIC DESCRIPTIONOF PREMISES ANDIOR PERSON TO BE SEARCHED | (St indNo., Apt.No., Vehicle, Safe Deposi

Williamsport Area School District
2780 West Fourth Street
Williamsport, PA 17701
(570)327-5500

NAME ortOWNER, OCCUPANTORPOSSESSOR OF SAID PREMGES.TO BE SEARCHED (/f proper name is unknown, give alias and/or description):

Williamsport Area School District OC aa ~
laVIOLATIONOF ( Describe conduct or specify statute): ee . “ae DATES) OF VIOLATION “
Title 18, Section 5101: Obstructing Administration of Law or Other Governmental 3/23/20 18-9/24/2020
Function; (Continued)
/X]Warrant Application Approved by District Attorney — DA File No. by Daniel J. Dye, ACDAG 9/17/2020

(lf DA approval required perPa.R.Crim.P, 202(A) with assigned File No.per Pa.R.Crim.P. 507)
a Additional Pages Attached (Other than Affidavit ofProbable Cause)

a below named Affiant, being duly sworn (or affirmed) before the issuing Authority according to law, deposes and says that thereis probable cause to believe that certain
property is evidence of or the fruit of a crime or is contraband or is unlawfully possessed or is otherwise subject to seizure, and is located at the particular premises or in the
possession of the particular person as described above. | certify that this filing complies with the provisions of the Case Records Public Access Policy of the Unified Judicial
System of Pepnsy| atsequire filing confidential information and documents differently than non-confidential information and documents

Signature Of teant
eecia

PA Office of Attorney General 595
Agency orAddress ifprivate AAffiant __ Badge Number

mae qemu a ue
a Mag. DistNOCForn toand subscum me this24" fayof POHINDI

— pe 4K ae Tr Willtansprd. (A TIOL (SEAL)
Signature ofIss ingAufhority Office Address
z coe (OD eaees2S Soe mE oe ae ie oe z Z : eSEARCHVWARRANiT swornnto or affirmed before me‘by written affidavit(s)attachedhereto"from which| have
TO LAW ENFORCEMENT probable cause, | do authorize you to search the premises or person described, and to seize, secure, inventory and m
OFFICER: retum according to the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure.
"4 This Warrant shall be served as soon as practicable and shall be served only between the hours of 6AM to 10PM butin no event later than:*
[] This“DO” o- be served as soon as practicable and may be served any time during the day orhight butin no event later than:*

M, o'clock Le Septem , wW OO.
(J This Warrant shall be returned to judicial officer
* The issuing authority should specify a date not later than two (2) days after issuance. Pa.R.Crim.P. 205(4).
**if the issuing authority finds reasonable cause forissuing a nighttime warrant on the basis of additional reasonable cause set forth in the accompanying affidavit(s)
and wishes to issue a nighttime warrant, then this block shall bechecked. Pa.R.Crim.P. 206(7).

day of Sept WY a (10100 Am ocrcock.MGDazeemu
Signature offgsuin Authority Mag-Dist~or Yudicial Dist. No. Date Commission Expires:

Title of Issuing Authority: [-] Magisterial District JudgeM Common eesJudge [1]

r good cause stated in the affidavit(s) the Search Warrant Affidavit(s) are sealed for U/y days bymycertification and signatur¢

Olaf lr wate) SEAL)
Signature ofleshing Authority (Judge of the Court of Common Pleas orAppellate Court Justice or Judge).
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APPLICATION FOR
SEARCH WARRANT
CONTINUATION PAGES

SR

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

| COUNTYOF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(Issuing Authority): . Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221C
Continuation of: | |
X Items to be searched and Description of premises/person(s) Owner/ Occupant XViolations
seized ~to be searched

sesuataate nesNonstasear tate

Items tobe searched and seized (continued):

District and assigned toPrincipal Brandon Pardoe. A forensic analysis of this cellular phone/handset to
forensically examine all content on the device and any internal orexpanded memory associated with said
device; to include a search for all communications in regards to the Williamsport High School Baseball Team
and their Myrtle Beach trip, starting from 3/23/2018 until 9/24/2020; specifically, all communications with all
employees of the Williamsport School District, Lycoming County Detective William Weber, George Lepley
or anyone affiliated with George Lepley, and anyone else in regards to the investigation of the Baseball Team -
and the above mentioned Myrtle Beach trip. These communications shall include allmemory/data storage in
regard to text messaging, SMS,MMS, emails, phone call logs, voice mails, photos, and videos, and the cloud
storage application. The search is to be conducted for evidence, direct and corroborative, of the criminal
offense identified in the affidavit of probable cause to this warrant application, incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

Violations (Continued):

Title 18, Section 6212(d): Sexual Abuse of Children.

Page 4 of && Pages
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| Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF .
| PROBABLE CAUSE

‘COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221C
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

David Scicchitano, hereafter referred to as your Affiant, is a Special Agent with the
Pennsylvania Office of Attorney General. The affiant was hired in July of 2019, and is currently
assigned to the Bureau of Criminal Investigation. Prior to this, the affiant attended The
Pennsylvania State University and graduated in 1987 with a Bachelors of Science degree in

Administration of Justice. From 1987 through 1994, the affiant served as a Police Officer with
the Penn State University Police. From 1994 through 2019, the affiant served as a Police
Officer then Detective with the State College Borough Police. The affiant has over 32 years of
experience in conducting criminal investigations. The affiant has training in the following:
DUI, both practitioner and instructor; ARIDE; homicide investigation; internet and cell phone
investigation; search and seizure; and accident reconstruction, among other training. The
affiant served as the juvenile Detective and as a general investigation Detective while with the
State College Police. The affiant is currently serving as a criminal investigator with the PA
Office of Attorney General. The affiant has experience in criminal investigations involving the
following: death investigations; DUI; assaults; drug offenses; thefts; burglaries; fraud; a
fraternity hazing death; and homicide by vehicle, among other cases. |

A referral was made by the Lycoming County District Attorney, Ryan Gardner, to the
Office of Attorney General on 5/8/2020. On 5/27/2020, the affiant was assigned to this
case. On 6/1/2020, the affiant obtained copies of the files for this case from the Lycoming
County District Attorney’s Office. The affiant also received a copy of the video of the incident.
The affiant reviewed this and learned the following.

Between 3/23/2018 and 3/30/2018, theWilliamsport Area High School Baseball Team
attended a tournament in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. At some point during that week, a
video was shot from inside one of the hotel rooms for the players. The affiant watched this
video and observed that the juvenile male victim #1was asleep on a couch when the juvenile

Pp i r dlp | casff
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‘AFFIDAVIT OF-|Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221C
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THEFOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

male suspect #1, a teammate, appeared to have put his penis in the face of the sleeping
victim.

On 5/18/2018, a Lycoming County Children and Youth Services employee, Corey
Burkholder, saw this video. He reported this to Matt Wood of CYS. Both Burkholder and
Wood are mandated reporters. Wood did a Child Line report, and he notified William Weber,
then Chief County Detective for Lycoming County who worked out of the Lycoming County
District Attorney’s Office. Weber notified the high school Principal, Brandon Pardoe. —
Burkholder provided the video to CYS; this video was in the file at the DA’s Office.

Also observed in the DA’s file were notes. These notes were dated 5/30/18. These notes
were about a meeting with the juvenile male victim #1and his mother. These notes also
indicated that this victim was shown the video, and it was written: “(juvenile male suspect #1)
admitted he did it’.

The next thing in this DA’s file chronologically was a supplement report from the above CYS”

office dated 7/18/18. JeanneReeder alleged that she heard allegations about team members;

specifically, she heard of juvenile male suspect(s) inserting fingers or trying to insert a TV
remote into juvenile male victims’ rectums.

The affiant next observed in chronological order in this DA’s file a copy of a news article
written byTodd Bartley of Fox Sports Williamsport titled, “Millionaire Baseball Mayhem in

Myrtle Beach.” This was dated 8/24/18, and it appeared to aim towards exposing this
incident. The next item found in this file was dated 8/27/18. It was an anonymous letter to
. the District attorney expressing outrage over what was reported to have happened on this
trip. Also, in this file next was a phone message on 9/4/18 forWeber to call a woman. Part of
the message read: “Kids were asked and instructed in Myrtle Beach to delete any videos they
may have taken.”

Page of of /j Pages ble
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant.Control
(issuing authority) . Number: BCC200221 | Number: BCC200221C
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

|
The next document in the DA’s file was a printed out email dated 9/28/18. It was from

Detective Tiffany Whitmire of the Myrtle Beach Police to William Weber. She asked Weber to
contact her concerning an investigation he assisted with about an assault in Myrtle Beach
involving theWilliamsport High School baseball team. She wrote: “We need the information
reference this investigation.” She asked for reports, interviews, data, etc.

On 10/3/18, biographical checks on students from this high school were printed out and
were present in this file. These checks were of the juvenile male victim #1; the juvenile
suspect #1; and the juvenile male who shot the video.

The next thing in this file was a Lycoming County District Attorney’s Office report completed
and filed byWeber on 10/8/18. Weber documented on this date that he received the initial
complaint from CYS in mid May of 2018. He referred to the complaint as a “youth had ‘tea
bagged’ another youth.” He also wrote: “I told C & Y that |would look into the matter due to
my familiarity of WAHS and the baseball program since my son played and |attended the
tournament for 3 years.” He wrote that he contacted the principal, Brandon Pardoe, and |
advised him of the complaint. He wrote: “I told Mr. Pardoe that I had no jurisdiction about
what happened in Myrtle Beach, but would assist and make referrals if need be. | also told
him |was aware of the trip and what usually goes on during the annual trip.” Weber also
documented in his report the meeting with the juvenilemale victim #1and his mother on
5/30/18. Weber wrote that this victim didn’t feel that the video was shared much, that
nobody said anything to him in school and he did not feel that the video was passed around.
Weber wrote: “...there was no referral to be made.” Weber ended his report with: “Clearly

_this was a hazing/bullying issue that the school properly handled. This report was written
based on my limited note taking and mymemory from May 2018. | did not prepare a report at.
the time.” |

So far, at this point in the timeline based on what was inWeber’s file, he did no reports on
his investigation with theWilliamsport High School baseball team. He maintainedafile, but he

Page 3 of if Pages Uf
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AFFIDAVIT OFCommonwealth of Pennsylvania
| PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number: BCC200221C
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THEFOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

never notified the Myrtle Beach Police Department, which was the law enforcement entity
with jurisdiction in this matter. Instead of notifying the MBPD in May of 2018, the MBPD had
to contact Weber on 9/28/2018. When they did, Weber completed his first report. In this

report, Weber did not document the sodomy allegations involving juvenile victim(s) that were
received by the Lycoming County CYS, and which Weber had a copy of the CYS supplemental
report. Weber wrote a letter to Detective Porter on 10/10/18. He wrote about Reeder’s
allegations, and then wrote: “I! checked with the school district and from their investigation,
what she reported never occurred from their interviews.”

The affiant reviewed the police reports from the Myrtle Beach Police Department
concerning this investigation. The affiant confirmed that the MBPD first was notified about
the aforementioned allegations on 9/28/2018 from reporter Todd Bartley seeking a comment.
The MBPD was never notified byWeber or Pardoe. |

the affiant also observed the following in the Lycoming County District Attorney file. The
affiant saw a copy of notes with no date on it. The notes read in part: “School district was
aware in Myrtle Beach...Brandon told kids to get rid of images...(juvenile male suspect #2’s
name)-nephew-...(juvenile male victim #2’s name) had penis across face suck it up parents
said...(juvenile male victim #3’s name)-penetrated by (juvenile male suspect #1’s

name)...(juvenile male suspect #2’s name) holding him down...Coach Miller aware of
it....(juvenile male videographer’s name) was videotaping-(juvenile male suspect #1)was
ringleader.”

Also, while reviewing the MBPD file, the affiant observed the following. MBPD
Detective Porter wrote the following occurred on 9/28/2018 when he spoke with
Lycoming County Assistant District Attorney Jeff Yates:

“Mr. Yates informed me that he knows the Chief County Detective William Weber
and spoke to him after reading the article. According to Mr. Yates, Detective Weber

Page Y of fy Pages tof
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.| Commonwealth of Pennsylvania AFFIDAVIT OF
PROBABLE CAUSE

COUNTY OF LYCOMING
Docket Number Police Incident Warrant Control
(issuing authority) Number: BCC200221 Number. BoC200221C
PROBABLE CAUSE BELIEF IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES:

also had no knowledge of these allegations. As of this time there is no known victim to
speak to.”

On 6/23/2020, the affiant called and spoke with Jeff Yates. He confirmed that he
was an assistant District Attorney in the Lycoming County Office in 2018. He also said
he was in charge ofjuvenile cases. The affiant explained to him this investigation.
The affiant told.himwhat Detective Porter of the Myrtle Beach Police Department
documented in his report in regards to Yates saying thathe spoke toWeber after the.
Bartley news article was first published. The affiant told Yates that Porter documented
that he said that Weber had no knowledge of the allegations in the article. The affiant
asked Yates if this was accurate, and Yates responded: “Yes.” Yates said that the
news article came out and he spoke toWeber, asking Weber: “Are you hearing
anything?” According to Yates, Weber responded: “No.” Yates also said Detective
Porter called after that. It should be noted that Todd Bartley’s first news article on this
case came out on 8/24/2018. Detective Porter spoke to Yates on 9/28/2018. Weber
was notified byCYS of the Child Line on 5/18/2018, and Weber started an
investigation after this, along with Brandon Pardoe, the high school principal.

On 6/24/2020, the affiant interviewed the juvenile male victim #1 and his mother.
He confirmed what was on the video and what happened to him. He also said that the
juvenile male suspect #1 sat on his head as well. This victim was angry about what
happened to him; he did not consent to it at all and he did not think itwas funny. This
victim indicated that hewas called derogatory names when hewas at school the
following week by people who had seen the video of what had happened to him. This
contradicted what Weber wrote in his “report” on 10/8/2018.

The affiant next addressed the meeting this victim had with the school officials
during the last week of May 2018. His motherwas present for this meeting, as were
Pardoe and Weber. The victim told them what happened and whowas involved. The
victim gave them names, what happened to him, and they took notes. According to the
victim’s mother: “They promised me they would get back to me...they promised they _
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would question people involved and they would get back tome.” As of today, none of
them has ever contacted the victim’s mother. The affiant asked the victim if, at any
point, did he tell the school officials above, including Weber, that what happened to him
in Myrtle Beach was a prank and he was fine with it. The victim said, “No.” The
victim’s mother said: “No, not at all.” The victim’s mother’s calls were never returned.

On 7/1/2020, the affiant interviewed the juvenile male videographer. He confirmed
that he videotaped what happened to the juvenile male victim #1 on the video. This
juvenile male also said that, about a week or two before school had ended for that
year, he got called to the office. He said he was taken to a room in which Mr. Pardoe
and maybe others were. This juvenile male was asked about the trip, and he told them
what happened. When asked how this meeting ended, this juvenile male said he was
told hewas suspended from the team for two games. Pardoe also indicated to the
juvenile male videographer that they had to show they dealt with a consequence. He
said the juvenile male suspect #1 was suspended for two games as well.

The juvenile male videographer’s mother said that Pardoe came to her house. He
told her: “Please don’t ever talk about what happened..| have this under control...”
When the affiant asked her if Pardoe said anything about law enforcement or police
being involved, she said he said: “It’s not gonna go anywhere, so not toworry about
anything..you have nothing toworry about...I’m just was here to apologize for not
having him play the two games.” The affiant asked if Pardoe ever told the juvenile
male videographer that the Myrtle Beach Police were going to be notified. This
juvenile said: “No.” His mother said Pardoe said: “...not toworry about
anything...nobody’s getting involved...don’t worry about it... have this under control.”
This juvenile male also said that Weber never interviewed him.

On 8/11/2020, Todd Bartley voluntarily turned over copies of documents he
obtained from the Williamsport Area School District through a Right to Know request.
The affiant reviewed them. On 5/30/2018, at 0900 hours,therewas an email meeting :
reminder. The subject was: “(Redacted) Mother and Agent Weber Meeting. Location:

o a
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“Brandon’s Office”. Organizer: “Brandon Pardoe”. Also written was: “I scheduled with Will
Weber for this day. Please plan to attend. Thanks, BP”. On 5/30/2018, at 1404 hours, there
was an email sent from Rachel Joy (Paralegal for Attorney George Lepley) to Pardoe. The
affiant learned that Pardoe contacted Lepley about setting up a meeting. Lepley wanted to be
present. The meeting date was suggested to be on 5/31/2018. On 5/30/2018, at 2022 hours,
Pardoe sent an email to Timothy Bowers. It said: “Priority: high.” It also said: “We started
the investigation with regard to the video taken on the Myrtle Beach trip after speaking with
the parent and student today...| contacted the home of (redacted) who is the student that was
videotaped doing the act to the other student. | requested to meet with them with their son.
They appear to be getting an attorney to meet as well.” On 5/31/2018, at 0755 hours, an
email was sent from Joy to Pardoe. It said: “George asked me to find out if this is related to
the Myrtle Beach Trip...”

The affiant also observed a copy of a letter that was provided by the Williamsport School |
District. On 5/31/2018, a letter from Attorney Lepley was sent to Principal Pardoe and Athletic
Director Shawn McCann. It said: “Re: Misconduct Myrtle Beach”. It also said: “I have been
contacted by (redacted), parents of (redacted). The rest of the large paragraph was redacted.
The last paragraph read: “It is my understanding you wish to have a meeting with (redacted)
and his parents. Please note| will be present at that meeting and therefore would kindly
appreciate notice of same.” The letter was signed byGeorge Lepley.

On 9/3/2020, the affiant served a search warrant on the office for the Williamsport Area
School District. The affiant obtained a copy of the above letter without any redactions. After
reviewing this letter, the affiant learned that Attorney George Lepley acknowledged he

represented the juvenile male suspect #1. Also, Attorney Lepley wrote on 5/31/2018: “A
substantial number of the players engaged in the exact same conduct...” as his client. The
school district knew this on 5/31/2018, and still chose not to notify the Myrtle Beach Police.
Lepley described potential criminal charges, and described his client’s actions as:

“Inappropriate.” Lepley also identified his client in the video. Lepley threatened the school
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district if his client is prosecuted: he threatened criminal prosecution of the others engaged in
similar conduct as his client; and he threatened civil action with deposing “any and all |
witnesses”. Lepley concluded: “Our ultimate goal is to make sure that one person is not
singled out for conduct committed by a substantial number of the team members.” |

The affiant also observed that, on 6/1/2018 at 0453 hours, an email from Pardoe was sent
to Bowers. It read: “Also, ameeting has been arranged with the (redacted) family for June 5,
2018 at 2PM and their attorney.” The email continued: “Fred will be attending. | plan to
contact family today to inform them that their son is (redacted) until the investigation is

complete. | am also going to follow upwith the student, (redacted) (student who took video)
today and parent to inform them that he will be in the same status.” The email continued: “I
had a conversation with the mother of (long redaction). | know that Fredhas spoken to
George regarding thematter. In addition, Agent Weber contacted me yesterday to let me
know that he as well has spoken to George Lepley about the incident. It is my understanding
that both of these conversations went well.”

The affiant is requesting a search warrant for theWilliamsport Area School District Office,
2780 West Fourth Street, Williamsport, PA 17701. Specifically, the affiant is searching for: all
records and files pertaining to the investigation by the Williamsport Area High School _
and theWilliamsport Area School District of theWilliamsport Area High School
Baseball Team and their Myrtle Beach, SC trip, starting from 3/23/2018 until 9/24/2020;
specifically, a search for all written reports, notes, emails, memos, interviews (both
audio and video), written statements, letters, audio and video evidence, all text
messages, all written messages, all social media posts, and all other documentation
from this investigation. The affiant would also like to search for a cellular
phone/handset belonging to the Williamsport Area School District and assigned to
Principal Brandon Pardoe;a forensic analysis of this cellular phone/handset to forensically
examine all content on the device and any internal or expanded memory associated with said
device; to include a search for all communications in regards to the Williamsport High School
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Baseball Team and their Myrtle Beach trip, starting from 3/23/2018 until 9/24/2020;
specifically, all communications with all employees of the Williamsport School District,
Lycoming County Detective William Weber, George Lepley or anyone affiliated with George
Lepley, and anyone else in regards to the investigation of the Baseball Team and the above
mentioned Myrtle Beach trip. These communications shall include all memory/data storage in

regard to text messaging, SMS, MMS, emails, phone call logs, voice mails, photos, and videos,
and the cloud storage application.

The affiant has probable cause to believe that a criminal offense that was sexual in nature
may have occurred in Myrtle Beach, SC involving juvenile suspects and victims. The affiant
also has probable cause to believe that this incident came to the attention of the then Chief
County Detective William Weber of the Lycoming County District Attorney’s Office and the
Principal of the Williamsport Area High School, Brandon Pardoe. The affiant is investigating
the alleged conspiracy between Weber and Pardoe to violate PA Title 18, Section 5101:
Obstructing Administration of Law or Other Governmental Functions. This is evident byWeber
not completing any reports on the “investigation” until being requested to by the Myrtle
Beach Police, and byWeber not notifying the proper law enforcement authority with
jurisdiction, as well as Weber lying to an Assistant District Attorney about his knowledge of any
investigation. There is also evidence that Weber had ties to theWilliamsport High School
baseball team. Pardoe’s participation is evident by statements made by Pardoe to the juvenile
male videographer’s mother. There is also evidence that a relative of Pardoe’s may have
participated in the alleged assault. There is also evidence thatWeber, Pardoe, and Attorney
George Lepley, who represented the juvenile male suspect #1, communicated with each other
and participated in this investigation early on. There is also evidence that Pardoe
communicated with School District Superintendent, Dr. Timothy Bowers. There is also

evidence that Pardoe and Weber communicated with each other. There is also evidence that
theWilliamsport Area High School and School District conducted an investigation into the
above matter and never notified the Myrtle Beach Police, the law enforcement entity with
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jurisdiction. The evidence indicates that Weber and Pardoe conducted at least one interview
together and notes were taken. Weber, in his letter to Detective Porter of the Myrtle Beach

Police, also indicated that the school district did interviews during their own investigation. It is
also alleged in the evidence that, “Kids were instructed to delete video.” The notes in the DA’s
file which was managed byWeber even said: “School district was aware in Myrtle
Beach...Brandon told kids to get rid of images...Coach Miller aware of it...” This suggests that
school district employees knew of the incident shortly after it happened in 3/2018, and they
were notfirst notified towards the end of May 2018 byCYS via Weber. The other violation
being investigated is PA Title 18, Section 6312(d): Sexual Abuse of Children. There is probable
cause to believe that a video was made of one juvenile male putting his penis into the face of
anotherjuvenilemale, or a simulation of same; and there is probable cause to believe that this
video was shared. The affiant wishes to retrieve said video from the aforementioned School
District’s files, as well as any other videos which pertain to this investigation, if they were
possessed bythe Williamsport Area School District as part of their “investigation”.

From training and experience, the affiant is aware that people communicate often through
_ the items mentioned to be seized. The affiant has already observed evidence that there were
communications about this investigation involving Weber’s, Pardoe’s, and Lepley’s names. —
The affiant wishes to identify any further evidence that may be contained in the
aforementioned locations.

Your affiant requests that this warrant be sealed to protect the identity of witnesses and to
secure the integrity of this active investigation. Disclosure of this information at this time
would jeopardize ongoing law enforcement efforts to identify and obtain evidence and/or
solicit information from potential witnesses. This request for sealing has been approved by
Assistant Chief Deputy Attorney General Daniel J. Dye.
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I, SA David Scicchitano, BEING DULY SWORN ACCORDING TO LAW, DEPOSE AND SAY THAT THE FACTS SET FORTH
IN THE AFFIDAVIT ARE TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION AND BELIEF.| certify
that this filing complies with the provisions of the Case Records Public Access Policy of the Unified Judicial System ofPennsylvania
that require filing confidential information and documents differently than non-confidential information and documents.

lib = ybstorxn—Yl Brito— #4
Affiarlt Signature Date issuing Authority / _Date
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